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THE LAND SLIDE .ALONG
the river bank at Crookston beC&1J18 the senaatlon of the hour,
not because It
wu unu111al in
itselt, but because It occurred
within or bnmed..
lately adjoining
the c or p o r a t e
limits of a city,
taking with it
buildings as well
as earth and
trees. Slides of
sbnilar character
are quite common along almost a 11 rivers
where the banks
are of earth
Davi•
rather than rock.

which they play wltli tlielr tiinlis.
Throughout much of their leJlgth
both :flow through allu.,_vlal territory. Soil ia constantly being carrled away by erosion, and occaslonally vast muses of earth slip
into the stream, blocking its source,
and causing It to seek a different
channel. Cases are known In
which farms have thus been transferred from one side of a river to
the other, and sta~e boundaries
have been changed in like manner. In his "Old Times on. the
Mississippi'' Mark Twain
describes vividly the erratic behav..
ior of the lower Mississippi and the
task bnposed on the pilot in keepIng track of the stream.

* * *

THE GRAND RIVER, ON
which my home town, Brantford,
Ontario, ls situated, describes al·
THE SPECTACULAR FE A- most a circle several miles in diameter just below the city. All the
ture of the Crookston slide 1• the right bank, on the outer side of
perpendicular drop of a strip of the curve is high and bluff and
earth several rods wide and two I suppose' it has been subjec'ted
or three city blocks long, which a steady process of erosion sine
was once level with the adj~ni!f prehistoric times. In my boyhoo
p~alrle but whicb: has dr PP
there were sections where the tree
some 20 feet straight down, leav- stood at all sorts of -angles som
Ing a ab.eer wall of yellow clay ex- of them being horizontal th~ir po
posed. Where did all that earth
•
d the cavity in- sltlon having been changed by th
go, and w h a t cause
sllpplng of the bank.
Some o
to which lt disappeared are quea- such aections had not moved fo
tlona that are often asked.
~Y years, and the leaning tree
*
had sent up new perpendlcula
THOSE QUESTIONS ARE SUG- growth. But slipping was in proggested naturally by the perpen- ress somewhere all the time, and
dlcular sinking of the higher part occasionally there would be a
of the bank, but that is not the grand slide which would force the
only feature. While many tons of river out of bounds temporarily.
earth have moved straight down, The old Bell homestead, home of
other tons of earth lower down the telephone Inventor's father,
have moved sideways. The nor- has been threatened for several
ma.I river bed has been almost years by the slipping of the bank.
filled by the lateral movement of Piling has been driven to protect
earth. It is apparent that the it, but this, also, is moving, and
earth movement as a whole has It seems that the residence must
followed a curve, the upper por- be moved.
tion o~ which la perpendicular and
* * •
the lo'\'fer part approximately horiALONG THE RIVER, WHERzontal.
ever the bank is high, there is
evidence of such slipping. Some
EVIDENCJIS OF SIM IL AR of the old scar, Ii.ave been overmovements "1'6 abundant along the grown with grass. Some are quite
banks of our amaller riven. Yeats fresh. Sliding of the bank ereago a similar movement was caus- ated a problem for the city of
ed. at Grand Forks by piling Gl'&nd Forks. The old De:Mers
weight on the up:per bank. Som.e avenue bridge swung on a pivot
time a~ I referred ta the effort in the center. Each year lt was
made by the Northern Pacific neceseary to saw several inches off
comfany to raise its roadbed the aproaches in order to prewhich at that timlt ran alonr the vent pinching.
The
present
bench now occupied by ~ curl- bridge rests on roller• at each
lng rink. llany trainload& of end, and the end piers are anepth were dumped and th~ grade chored by means of heavy plllng
'ftS raised several feet. Then it driven deep. Probably there will
aettled, straight down. Again and not i,e ••ch movement there.
again lt was re.lsed, ancl each time
*
lt 1ettled. Presently an Island apSLIDING OF "THE RIVER
~ d in the middle of the rlver, banks la 10metlme1 attributed to
wllare no island had been. before. low water, whl@. rremovea the bac
'.l'Jl, earth w.- settling at one pressure on the ~ Possibly
pol;J.t, allpplng aldeways at anoth- ! this has some Influence, but lt
et, and. being forced upward far-1 seenut probable that it ls slight.
~ cm.
The force behind an -.rth slide la
b!emendous, and the resistance of
MISSISSIPPI AND THISt tit, water ls not ap ed as it
are famous for the trlcltii wehslcl be
tight vea-w

* * *

*

*

* * *

* *

1

* * *

THERE IS NO SUCH CLEAR
ciivlslon of sentiment on the currency question now as there was
in 1896, when William J. Bryan
came to the front
as the champion
of free silver.
Perhaps one reason Is that there
ts no man in the
country today as
able as Bryan
was Ito stir the
emotions ot the
people and capture their imagination.
But
another reason is,
undoubtedly, that
in 1896 the country was confront...
ed with the sinDavies
gle, concrete ls·
sue of the free and unlimited coin..
age of silver at the ratio of . 16 to
1 with gold and the making of sn..
ver so coined legal tender for obligations of every kind.

* *' *

ALL THAT COULD BE STATed in a few words. The indivi(\ual
was for It or against it, and upon
that issue the people belabored
each other lustily for a Jong time.
At present there are supporters of
the stabilization of the dollar at the
old gold rate, stabilization at some
lesser ratio, all the way down to
the present, continued devaluation
until some level still lower ·ls reach..
ed, with stabilization on that basis
aban(\onment of stabilization. alto~
gether, with free. sliver, greenbacks
and other devices just in the offing.
Instead of two factions, BtS in 1896,
we have a score or more, and there
are millions of citizens who have
no definit~ views on the subject at
all.

* * *

MONTHS AGO I REFERRED,
very briefly, as I remember, to an
amusing brochure in which a certatn phase of the currency problem was presented 1n a rather
striking way. The author's name
is forgotten, but the booklet purported to tell the atory of what
happened
several
generations
hence.
ACCORDING TO THE STORY
all the nations of the world, having
establlshed themselves firmly on
the gold standard, selected a lonely island somewhere in the south
Atlantic where all their enormous
gold reserves, billions and· billions
of dollars' worth were stored.
Great vaults had been- built
under ground, and in these
the gold was stored, each nation having ita own special vault.
In the offices above there was a
large staff of officials employed by
an international group, charged

* * *

with the custody of the gold an
with keeping accurate account o

it.

*

* *

IN RESPONSE TO RADI
messages received from time t
time from the varloul!I world capi
tals, transfers ot credit were mad
on the books from nation to na
tlon, and ln the vaults below corre
spon<!ing transfera were made of
the actual gold, so many millions
being taken from one vault and
placed in another as exchange
transactions were carried on all
over the world. The system work..
ed perfectly, for then, as now,
business was done with credits and
paper tokens and not with metal
except for the settlement of bal..
ances.

BUT

* * •

WHILE THE VAULTS
had been protected against theft
by .the solidity .o f the vaults and
the small army of guards stationed on the island, they were not
proof against convulsions of na..
ture. One of these ~hook the fs..
land and all the gold was spilled
into the sea and irrevocably lost.
·
* *
HORRIFIED BY SUCH
A
calamity the officials hurriedly
went into conference. Tliey knew .
that knowledge of the disaster l
would cause a world panic whose
effect would be incalculable. TheYi
determined to suppress the facts.
Not a word of the disa$ter was
sent out. Orders came as before
for the transfer of credits, and as
before these · were acknowledged
and proper entry was made and
everything was done as before ex..
cept the tra,nsfer of the gold itself,
.and there was no gold to transfer.

*

* * *

EXCEPT ON THE ISLAND NObody knew the difference. Business
went on as before. Sales were
made, credits were
exchanged,
bonds were issued and paid, the
funds to the credit of nations were
increased or diminished as the occasion demanded, and everybody
was happy. This went on for years
until the secret was divulged accidentally. Then the authorities of
the several nations, learning that
they had been doing business all
those .years without gold, con~lud·
ed that they could continue to do
so, which they did.

* * *

IT IS A FANCIFUL YARN, INtended to illustrate the monetary
views of the writer, whatever they
are~ I a:m not prepared to interpret the ,. fable or apply the moral.
I present it .merely as an amusing
speculation which has some interesting elements of truth In it. Just
what those are I lei\ve the reader
to discover for himself.

Jm8. Et,t,EN K. RAYMOND,
915 Almont avenue, has received
from her soD J.l"rank, of New York,
a cupping from. a Chicago paper
telling of the dedt c,a tl on of a
brona tablet at
Hudson, DI., -to
the memory of
Melville E. Stone,
one of the founders, and for many
years general
manager of the
Associated Press.
The informaUon
ls interesUng to
~Raymond,
because the great
journalist's birthplace, where the
D :vl
tablet ls placed, ls
a es
just across the
street from the homes once occupied
by the Raymond family, and diagonally across the corner from the
Methodist church where Stone's
father preached at the time of the
future newspaper man'• birth In

1848.

* * *

COMPARATIVELY FEW WHO
see at the head of articles in their
dally paper the credit. line "Associated Press,'' or, in abbreviated
form, the Initials "A.P." have any
knowledge of what Iles behind those
signs, or of how much the founding of the ~sociated Press has
contributed to the growth of human tntelllgence. Yet It ls directly Jtue to th18 agency that the
American reader ls able to learn
within a few hours, and 1ometlmes
within a few minutes, of events occuring ln the most. distant P.&rta of
the world.

* * *

MELVILLE E. STONE, BORN
In a Methodist parsonage in Illinois In 1848, spent his life in newspaper work. In 1876 he and Victor
Jr. l,a,non ellta.bUshed the Chica~
Pally NeWI, At that time each
~ewspaper was an Individual enterj>rlse, dependent on Its own lndivld'1al agencies for the collection of
news at home and abro-.d. Adecliuate coverage of the field entallud enormous expense, and In fact,
;here was no such thing as ade1uate coverage. No paper could
!Lfford to maintain the army of correspondents and the costly equipment requisite to complete news
service.

* *

~~

. HERE AND THERE 'A: FEW
papera had undertaken to co-operate -tn the collection of certain
classes of news, sharing In the results and the expense. There was
a measure of improvement, but the
effort& were too local to be of gen..

.

-·

-..

eral slgnlficance. !:!tone, Lawson
and Frank B. Noyes, of Wuhlngton, now president of the Associated Press, laid the foundation of the
present Associated Press, and Stone
became its general. manager, hold,ng that position until a few years
before his death In 1929. Puring
~hose later years he served as gen~ral couiisellor, a position of honor to which bis long service enUtled him.

*

*. *

IT IS PROBABLY TO THE
ork of those three men more than
to any other single influence thlt
the American public is Indebted to
the relative freedom from partisan
and sectarian bias that characterizes most of the news that ls published today. Seldom was an account of an lmpoi;tant event pu~
lished without being colored in accordance with the opinions of the
editor. That was the normal procedure.

* * *

THE NEW ASSOCIATED
Pre11 sought to enlist as members
in a mutual, co-operative newsgathering service as many papers
as possible, without regard to political opinlon1 religioua affiliation

. or any other factor not related to
new• as •uch. That could be done
In only- one way, namely, by the
collection
and
dissemination
through th• orp.nlzatlon. of zaews
absolut•1Y without bias._ That bu
been the unvarying poller, of Uie
Auociated Preu.

* * *

THAT POLICY, THJII DOMIN
ant characterfitlo of the Assoclat
ed Press, soon became reflected I
the attitude of the member paper
themselves. .A dlstb:lctlon wa
made between newa and opinion
and the dlstorUon of newa to :mee
the editor's fancy fell Into dlar
pute. While there are occaslona
exceptions, the newa aolumna o
:American papers today are In the
main devoted to the dispassionate
presentation C)f fa.eta, while the
opinions of the paper, If It has any,
are reserved for the editorial 001um11.1.

* * *

THIS DESIRABLJD CONDI- tion II one which baa grown imperceptibly. Its value cannot be
appreciated properly except throug
comparf•on with the past of aome
generations ago and with the con
dltlo11.1 which now prevail here an
there abroad, where no newspape
ls permitted to publish lnformatio
on any aubject which the gov~rn
ment of the day does not wish to
have published, or to utter opinion• OD politics, religion, science,
literature or art which are distasteful to those whom ao~ent has
clothed with a little. li.Wf authority.

I HOPE THAT NO ONE WHO speech. As usual he r,sponded,
this page will have missed and Major Edwards was ·shocked
peruses
to hear his own address delivered
0~ O. McIntyre's account of the word for . word, with such modifideath of his dog, Rainbow, which cations as suited the change .
was published last Saturday. Most. personnel. In one reading the
of us who read ' colonel had memorized the e:r:itire
Mcintyr~'s co 1- speech. Edwards had to deliver
umn h a v e ac- an impromptu address, and in the
quired an affec- course of it he accused his old
tion for his dogs. comrade of-having stolen his thunFrom ti m e to der and warned others to hang onto
time they have their manuscripts when the colojolned the com- nel was around.
pany for excur* * *
slons into the MR. STEVENS CAME TO
byways of New know Colonel Plummer well, and
York .o r into the he never ceased to. wonder at his
realms of specu- readiness and
versatility..
He
latlon and phi- asked the colonel once how It was
losophy, and we possible for him to give such inhave e n j o Y e d teresting and eloquent addresses,
their society for often without notice. The colonel
Davies
their own friend- replied that after - getting planted
ship and com- securely on his feet ·and making a
panlonshlp and because we have few rambling )>reliminary. remarks
recognized in them traits familiar his only trouble was to express his
in dogs of our own. Rainbow was thoughts as fast as they presented
poisoned, by what despicable crea- themselves. In his own peculiar
ture we do not know, and the ac- line he was outstanding among
count of his passing away dims I contemporaries, a,nd there are few,
one's eyes by its very simplicity if any, of his type left.
and sincerity. In the story there
,
* *
is no parading of grief, but he
WE MAY ALL HAVE OUR
iWho has known the friendship of a opinions and .reservations concerna.og can understand something of ing the NRA, the CWA and all the
the depth of the grief that ls there. other alphabetical combinations,
but the most cheerful sound that
COLONEL PLUMMER IS OF I have heard In a long time is the
personal interest to those who re- hammering over the · Roosevelt
member him. My friend J. E. school. That serves to remind one
Stevens recalls another incident that work ls actually going on.
which illustrates the resourceful*
ness of the old war-horse, as well WHY IS IT A RABBIT, BEas his fondness for a joke. In Ing overtaken by an automobile at
territorial days a G. A. R. conven- night, will run straight ahead . of
tion was to be held at Wahpeton. the car, often until run down,
Major A. W. Edwards, then pub-I when he could just as well jump
Usher and editor of the Fargo Ar- to one side and be safe? The usugus, was departlllent commander, al explanation is that the path 11and in that capacity he was sched- luminated by the _h eadlight is so
uled for the annual commander's brilliantly lighted that the space
address. Colonel Plummer was on either sire seems pitch-black
als·o a member of the body.
in contrast and the rabbit is afraid
*
to plunge into it. That is probTO REACH -YANKTON FROM ably a sound 'e xplanation, ·and yet
Fargo it was necessary first to go it does not seem quite ·adequate,
to St. Paul, and on the long jour- for the light beam often spreads
ney the colonel directed the con- well onto both sides of the road..
versatlon to the subject of his com.
*
.
panion's address, expressing con- IT SEEMS THAT .FOXES AS
fldence that it would be something well as rabbits are confused or
unusually good. The major ad.. hypnotized by bright lights. Engimitted modestly that he thought he neers on the Hudson Bay railway
had prepared something rather say that foxes will often run for
neat, and handed the inanuscript miles ahead of trains at night, and
over for inspection, saytng that he occasionally they are killed.
would be glad to receive any sug*
gestions that the colonel had .to PERSONALLY I DON'T' LIKE
offer. The colonel read the manu- the notion of running over things.
script and handed it 4>ack, saying Large animals are to be · avoided,
that It was excell_ent_ a:q4 that he of course, . because of the danger
could think of nothin& that would there is of striking them. But
improve it.
,.,. ..
I dodge even the little ones when
'*
I can. I have no objection to
AT THE CONVENTION, BE- shooting ~ gopher, of poisoning
fore the time came for the · com- one. But to hit one with an automandet's address, Colonel Plum- mobile seems sort of_ dispropormer was called on, as usual, for a tionate, it you get the Idea.
·

_

of

*

* * *

*

*

*

*

* *

*.

* *

*

i

MRS J J DEHEN 128 SEW-I process across the sidewalk and
ard a;en~e, ·reports that a robin, sweep everything into the gutter.
has been flitting around her prem... That was supposed to be quite san· ses for some time and seems not itary and in good order. Usually
1
at all disposed to that job was completed about 9
go elsewhere.
I o'clock, and I noticed that about
h a v e wondered tha:t time there would be a lot of
where t h O s e pigeons and sparrows in front
birds find shelter ready for breakfast. I adopted the
in severe weath- habit of reserving the final sweeper. Sparrows are ing until just after the town clock
usually f o u n d had struck 9, and then to sprinkle
around buildings, a little grain among the sweepings.
finding recesses The birds seemed always to acin cornices and cept the striking of the clock as
other irregulari- the sounding of their breakfast
ties
in which bell. Whether or not they counted
they remain over- the strokes I leave for bird psynight and through chologists to say.
storms. But rob* *
ins seem to have A CARD FROM J. M. GRIFFIN
Davies
different habits. from Bradenton, Florida, informs
Presumably they hide themselves in me that Jim has mailed me a St.
dense clumps of shrubbery where Petersburg paper-which should be
they are at least somewhat pro- along presently. Jim is enjoying
tected from the wind.
himself in the sunshine, as he
* *
would, and he says that there are
NATURE
HAS
ENDOWED more tourists in that vicinity than
some of those little creatures with in any former year.
amazing vitality. I never weighed
*
a sparrow but I suppose it does MRS. ELLEN M. RAYMOND
not weigh more than two or three has a curiosity in the form of a
· ounces. Dead, it would freeze solid volume which purports, on the
in a few minutes in our severest cover, to be the poems of Burns,
weather. Yet, living, its vital proc.. but which on examination proves
· esses generate heat enough to with- to be the poems of George Eliot.
· stand almost any temperature that The book is quite old, having been
we ever have. There are reports published in 1888, and one's first
of birds being frozen dead in flight, explanation of the peculiar misfit
but I have never seen anything of is, naturally, that the book, with
the kind.
others, has been rebound, and that
* *
the covers have been switched.
OUR SEASON THUS FAR HAS However, the book is quite clearly
been fairly easy on birds. Snow in its original binding. It is well
came early, and the temperature printed and bound, published by
has perhaps been somewhat more Frederick A. Stokes & Brother,
severe than usual. But the snow well known makers of fine books.
disappeared, and when the earth The company published the works
is bare the winter birds are usually of Burns ln the same size and style,
· able to find plenty of food. It is and someone in the original bind- .
. when everything is covered with ery evldentl~ got hold of the wrong
: sleet that the birds have a hard cover for this particular book and
r time, and in recent years we have the error went unnoticed. ~ do not
t had two bad sleet storms that must r.e call such another case.
~ have destroyed multitudes of· birds
* * *
l as their usual sources of food were I HAVE BEEN READING AN
coated with ice.
article on bird architecture in an
.J
* *
old magazine. I wish it were pasI AM NOT PREPARED TO sible tq reproduce the pictures with
say that birds can tell time, but which the article is illustrated.
neithe~ am I ready to support the They are reproduced from photonegative of that question. A store graphs taken all over the world,
l in which I worked in the east was and they show forms ot , nests
~ across the street from the market made by various birds,
some of
square, In the center of which was them unbeli vably complicated and
c the city hall. Flocks of pigeons ornate. Som day I shall try to
inhabited the cupola of the city prepare intelligible verbal descrlphall and the outbuildings connect.. tions ot sorn ot them, but the
ed therewith, and everywhere we amazing inge~uity displayed in
, had the usual number of sparrows. their construction cannot be apprel In sweeping out 1n the morning it elated i,roperly without a good piewas the custom to continue the ture.
·

*

*

* *

1

*

*

J

SAMUEL QUALEY
HARKS der to reach it, one had to go \
, b k t th• felt boot era in the fol- around the end of an arm of the
ac . o v
bay, A man named Gandl conceivlowlng note: "Felt boots were pop- ed the Idea of building a bridge or
ular along in the eighties, at l~ast causeway about nine miles long to i
i n t h e c r 1 s P cut the distance aomethlng like
winter climate of twenty miles. Everybody laughed
the Northwest. at him, but he persisted, and while
Old timers wlll things were booming he floated
remember t h e stock and bonds enough to put the
felt boots, the ma- thing over. When I was there in
terial in them re- 1926 the venture had been lmsembling o u r mensely profitable and much of the
present day rigid preferred 1tock had been called ln
house insulation. and retired. Two other similar
As a boy the writ- causeways are not projeeted1 to
er wore the boots cro1s the bay farther north.
and can testify to
* * *
that they were
MY NEAREST APPROACH TO
clumsy and not so shipwreck was on the way down
warm
because the -coast from St. Petersburg to
once they became Sp,rasota. A few miles from the
wet they always coast are keys, long, low narrow
were wet. They islands which parallel the coa1t, a
gave away to German socks which formation which practically aurwere a lot more practical and cost rounds the , Florida peninsula. Bequite a bit less. La.!t week In a tween the keys and the mainland
neighboring town I saw a fellow are shallows a:nd sandbars through
wearing a pair of new felt boots. which winds the tortuous channel
Asked where did he get them he which fa used by craft of moderate
merely grinned and passed on. I size. Three large launches carried
wonder lf some manufacturer . en- our party of 100 or more, and on
couraged by the NRA and the fore- the way down my pilot missed his
cast of a hard winter is staging a bearings and we struck a sandbar
come-back of the felt boots, Well, and stuck fast. The other boats
stranger things have happened." were loaded to capacity and could
*
not take us .off. We shifted passenI CAN ENDORSE WHAT MR. gers from port to starboard and
Qualey says about felt boots, for I from bow to stern and back again.
have worn them, and frozen my We rocked and heaved. We Ughtfeet in them. When new, while ened ship by getting into the
clumsy, they were warm and ex.. small boats alongsid~as many of
cellent for · driving. But when they us as they would hold-but it was
became moist, as they did, from no use. We had to wait two or
perspiration, one might about as three hours until another boat
well go barefooted. One method came from Sarasota and took us
of treating them was to heat oats off. Fortunately the water was
in the oven of the kitchen stove smooth and we suffered no inconat night and fill the boots with the venience beyond that of becoming
hot oats. During the night the ravenously hungry. We were told
grain would absorb whatever mois- that with a stiff wind off the gulf
ture the boots contained and leave the shallow channel becomes a very
them nice and dry for morning.
nasty place.

* *

**~:c

.

***

FOR HAND WEAR I PREFER- A NOTE IN .T HE "YESTERred to anything else a pair of wool years" department says that ten
mittens with thin buckskin mittens years ago they were giving mah
over them. The two pairs of mit- jongg lessons. I wonder what betens could be separated, rubbed up came of all those hundred-dollar
and dried thoroughly whenever'. mah jongg sets that were sold
they became damp, whereas the about that time. In Chinatown's
lined mitten was less easr to dry famous restaurant in New York,
out.
the Port Arthur, I asked the pro* * *
prietor-Chinese, of course-how
JIM GRIFFIN'S ST. PETERS- to pronounce mah jongg. He told
burg, Florida, paper has arrived. It me, and I tried to say it after him.
is the ''Send-Away" edition of the I thought I had it just right, but
St. Petersburg Times, of which W. he seemed to think that I missed
L. Straub, former editor of The a peculiar twist somewhere, and
Herald, fs editor. St. Petersburg is after several attempts I gave ft up.
a beautiful city, and it seems to be .I haven't needed to pronounce . it
prospering. It ls near the mouth often for several years, and I'll bet
of Tampa bay, and formerly, in or- nobody remembers how to play it.

lrlAXW]DLL ANDERSON BEcame famous years a.go through
i
with ' Laurence
his collaborat oa
Stallings In the authorship of
"What P r I o e
Glory," that stark
drama which did
so much to strip
the gilt- and embroldery f r o m
war, Because he
was a North Dakota. boy a.nd
once a UnlYersity
of North Dakota
student, we who
had ,known him
felt a thrill of
satlsfac ti o n In
the fame which
had com.e to him.
Davies
Sine~ then he has
. written play after
play, and I am quoting now some
of the things that Brooks Atkinson, of the New York Times, has
to say of Anderson and his latest
play, "Mary of Scotland:"

"'WRITING VERSE FOR. THE
modern stage Is risky business. After a few apaamodlo experiences
with bombast, pudder and treacle
moat of us have come to look upon
verse as unequal to the candid aplrit of the modern age. It has sicklied over emotions with a pale cast
of library endeavor, But ll/lr, Anderson has discovered how to do
it by keeping the form plain and
the words blunt and meaty. The
rhythm and the aound give it a
ring of exaltation from the stage;
and as you listen to this story of
brutality, combat and treachery you
realize that prose could not express it adequately through al ong
evening. It would be interesting to
know whether a tale of modern
people could be told in that fash·
ion. Does poetry on the stage need
kings and queens, costumes, swords,
cla.nkinc armor and the barbaric
manners of remote periods ln history? That 11 another problem. In
the meantime, Mr. Anderson has
given us a play of incomparable
vigor and beauty that wm have
*
considerable influence upon the
"ONE OF T H E MOST SIG- American drama of the future.
nificant aspects about Mr. Ander* *
son's decade career in the theater," "FOR ALL THAT 'MARY OF
writes the New York critic, "he has Scotland' is Mr. Anderson's bandinever abandoned a. position or work. Nothing about it is so exturned aside. He has brought to hilarating as the force with which
rich fruition in 'Mary of Scotland' he has possessed it-shaping the
gifts that he was holding in trust characters to his design, beating
ten years ago, when he entered the them into the Image of heroes. Altheater with a verse drama entitled though they have a basis in his'White Desert.' He is a poet; he tory, Mr. Anderson has created
is a radical and he has the strength them, and the language they speak
of a hundred pottering playsmities, is like 'the ordered tumult of a
and now, ten years after he first Rubens.' Much of it la robust
switched on the footlights, it la prose; some of which ls the literacy.
easy to perceive those qualities ln counterpart of Captain Flagi's
everything he has written. For as vernacular. 'l'he rest 11 bold, booma poet he ts no singer of formal Ing verse. As a dramatio poet Mr.
idylls, but a modernist in apirit, ac- '.Anderson is no graceful ornamenter
tively lntereated in the alarums and of moods and aenaibillties. He use.a
excursion• ot our own highly im- verse to express the emotions of
probable times."
full-blooded men and women. It Is
* * .
concrete, stormy language; it rings
BEVlllRAL YEARS AGO HE with the austere beauty of the
broke a lance for Sacco and Van- country and time It celebrate1.''
zettl In a collaboration entitled
*
"God1 of the Lightning.'' Last year MY FRIEND T. 0. BREIUNG,
he lifted the cover off the garbage who has been employed at Wolf
can of national polltioa in "Both Point, Mont., and who la always on
Your Houses." It was the best of the wa.tch for interesting thlnga
many propaganda plays In point in nature, has brought me two 1ouof knowledge, 1anlty and craft. venlra from our neighborlnr atate.
manahip, and the Pulltzer juriats One is a specimen of what l am
awarded him last aeaaon'a laurels. informed ls the yucca plant, a n&For a poet who has an active mind tive of Montana which flowera
and 1trangth of character Is likely beautifully, and which, It seems,
to be top dog In any heap. When should be made to thrive here • I
"What Price Glory'' charged head- shall try to keep lt over in order
long Into the theater It was obvious that it may have a chance next
that Mr. Anderson could be tru1ted year. The other 11 a fragment of
with whatever goods he was car- rock thickly encrusted with small
r,tng. Since then he has not al- shell.I which, ages ago, wer• Inways succeeded on the stare, but habited by livinr creatures, and
he ha1 never failed in lnterrlty. which wu taken from an excavaWhen the history of the American tlon some io feet deep. It would
drama la exhumed from the Ubrar- be Interesting to know how many
lei In the next century it la likely centuries were required to solidify
that O'Nelll and Anderson will be the rook In which thoae ehells are
th• two names beat known to the lmbedded and to pile upon it the
scrib~llng grave-robbers of that aurfaoe material beneath which 1t

* *

*

*

* *

dark ....

1

McINTYRE'S DOG WAS POISoned last week, and now Will Rogrs reports that his was killed by
& truck. · Bogera writes: "Mayby
the world is in
mortal turmoil,
but I just can't
get interested in
It today, for our
pet dog wu kllled
by a truck. So,
darn everything.
0. 0. McIntyre
will know how we
feel. I love a dog.
He doea nothing
for political reason ." I haven't
owned a dog for
· some time, but I
kg.ow ~ow those
fellows feel. Referring to current educational problems a, eorre,.,
apondent of the New York Times
expresses the convlct!on "that we
should all capitalize our ethical incentives so as better to co-ordinate
and articulate
l9 mental activity
with tbe envlr tnent set-up.'' An
ac!m1rable sent ment, expressed · tn
a. manner wortby of Doctor John-

son.

..

THIS
tiTERARY
nIGEST,
commenting n the revival of the
bleycle, recal a race against time
which wa ridden In the 1ummer.

ot 1896. Bicycle rlder1 lo. relaya
carried a dispatch from the gener..
al In command of Prealdio mmtarr
h ad.quarter, at San Francisco to
the general ll'l command ·at .. Governor's island, New York, making the
journey of 8,000 p,.llea in thirteeen
days. The numb r .. ot riders is not
stated, but the
na were ahoi-t,
and ach rider ~B!ed the dispatch
to th, next, and the riding continued day and nl,dlt. An average of
ten. ,niles a 1ibur does not seem
lik very rapid travel, but lt must
be remembered that the road• In
1896 were \tlr)" different trom what
they are now.. The 11ame joumey
le now made by air In
ll'J.any
hours u the number of daya consumed on the bicycle journey.

a,

• * *

THE DIGESTS QUESTIONnalre on. radio likes and dislikes
1
bro ght the magazine over 16,000
1
replies, several hundred letter1 ac1 companying the coupons.
An an- ,
~ alysis of the replies la promised. for
the near futut'e. In. the meantime
extracts from aeveral ot the J~tter~
' are given. In one of these K H,
.1 Doa~, ot Hunt1vllle, wr1te1:
!

* * •

r
~ - THIS XS AN INTERf est g experiment, It seems to me
tha people who are handed some-

tl'llng on a silver platter 1hould not

dictate as to what kind of pro, grams they should be ven. It
amuses me very much for people to
fly off the handle and try to tell ,
manufacturers and 1ponsora of the
various program.a what they shall f
put on the air. I have been an ·
) enthusiastic radio fa for over ten
. years, and I can always 'find some11

. thing on the airways that wlll fur. nlsh me entertainment. While I
: will admit that some of the broad. casts are · of Inferior quality, I also admit that I can dial them oft
at will."

*

* * LISTENE,RS
ARE
RADIO
"handed something on a silver f
platter?" How about the millions
which are invested in receiving
sets, ·tubes, general equipment and·
maintenance? Without that in:veatment every broadcasting station
would have ta go out of business
at once. Without listeners radio
would "Jease to exist. The listener
has been induced to invest in an
instrument because of his understanding that he will be able to
h~ar acceptable programs. If the
programs are not of a nature to
appeal to him hla investment is
wasted. He is one of the parties
to a business transaction, and his
, likes and dislikes are entitled to
· consideration as to the manner in
, which the business affecting him
shall be conducted.
1

* *

* THE APPEAL OF
OBVIOUSLY
, radio should be as nearly universal
· as it can be made. That means, of
. course, that the programs cannot
, be all of one class. Many programs,
; no matter how excellent of their
kind, will be uninteresting to many
· listeners. There must be great variet~. .T here is variety- now,- and

.
1

.

there are Bome 1pJendid programs.
But there ls a deplorable quantity
of unadulterated elush, alleged inu
sf c that la znere discordant noise,
alleged · wit that 11 merely cheap
mae-cracking, and a growlug tendency ont he part of announoer
to try to tmprea1 ll1tener1 wltb
sen1e of their own cleverness· In
making
announcement•
which
ought to b• purely impersonal.

*
THESE *
ARE* THINGS
IN
hlch the radio liatener llas an i
terest and concerning which they
re entitled to consideration. The
air Is not free. Its channe are
capable\ of carrying only a Umlted
umber .of messages without lnte
ference. Practically all of tho,
channels are now asalgned t
broadcasting stations. It certai
of those channels are used· for J)U
poses unacceptable to the public,
a con~lidera.ble part of it, the pu
Uc has a valid grievance for whic
there ought to.· be ea of dr
A real expression of 1 es . and dis
likes~ quite apart frbn,. tha usua
"fan" mail, which ls a.bout all of
piece, .o ught to bring, some desira,...j
ble results.
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A SHORT TIME AGO A PARAgraph in The Herald recalled the
presentation to the University of .
North Dakota of the Jaw library
of the late Supreme Court Justice
John M. Cochrane. The gift
was made by
Judge Cochrane's widow
about a year after the jurist's
d e a t h, and on
that occasion J.
F. T. O'Connor,
then a student at
th e University,
and now comptroller o f t h e
currency, de 1 ivered an address
in honor of
Davies
J u d g e Cochrane
and on behalf of
the literary societies of the institutton presented a portrait of Judge
Cochrane which now occupies a
place of honor in ,the Law School.

* * *

SUBSEQUENTLY MRS. COCHrane married Hon. James E. Phelan, of Bowman, N. D., an old
friend of the family. Mrs. Phelan
recalls some of the incidents of
thos~ days in a Jetter recently received by President West, of the
Uhiversity. Among other things
she writes:

* * *

"JOHN M. COCHRANE PASS• ed to the eternal July 20, 1904. The
1 University was very closely associated with that chapter of · my
' life. It- opened the year John and
· I were married-1884. We watched
' with great Interest Its growth and
·· development.
It was a warm
friendship we enjoyed . with those
profeasors of the pioneer days,
Pr .e a 1 d e n t Merrifield, Protessors John l:lacnie, E. J. Babcock,
Dr. Thomas, Vernon P. Squires,
Melvin A. Brannon, O. G. Libby, A.
G. Leonard, Alice Cooley and Professor Woodworth. It was John's
ltiative, · in co-operation with
'President Merrifield, that made the
law school possible. How John
enjoyed his professorship in that
department! And how he loverl
his boys'! The O'Connor family in
those twenty years of our residence in Grand Forks were person,a,.I friends and clients of John. We
watched Jrrank O'Conr1or grow up."

* * *

.

JULY 20, 1904, WAS A DAY OF
sorrow tn Grand Forks
and
throughout the state. It was the
day of a Republican state convention fn Grand ~orks. Delegates

had as~embled in advance, and the
preceding day and evening had
been marked by the usual conferences with reference to candidates
and policies. Theni, on the morning of the convention day came the
news that ·Judge Cochrane ·had
passed away during the night. He
was known personally to most of
the convention delegates and was
loved by them, He was known by
reputation throughout the northwest. Resol:.itions of r.:.ppreciation
and regret were adopted by the
convention, .but no
resolutions
could express the sorrow which
was felt over the death of a man
so loved and honored, of the closing In mid-career of a life so full
of achievement and of promise.
OCCASIONALLY ONE . RUN
acro88 a collectioD
absurd an
inept answers to examination o
other questions by school stu
dents. The conclusion which i
usually drawn from such answer
is that there is something decided
ly wrong with modern education
otherwise the students would hav
a better idea of the· subjects con
cerning which they are examined.

of

* * *

IN 1887 THE CENTURY MAGA
zine published an article by Mar
Twain entitled "English as She I
Taught." The article consists o
a list of answers by sc'.pool pupils
with characteristic comment b
Mark. Twain himself. While th
comment is humorous, and som
times sarcastic, as might be ex
pected, the answers are given a
genuine~ The famous author say
that they were collected by a teach
er who, with certain of her asso
elates, made it a practice through
a long aeries of years, to collec
such gems, and at the time when
this article was written the collector was arranging to incorporate them in a book which she intended to publish.
Her friend
Mark Twain obtained permission
to use a number of them in a
magazine article, and he vouches ·
for them as genuine and as not
havjng bee~ tampered with in any
way. The following items are
taken from Mark's list:

* * *

ABORIGINES - A SYSTEM
of mountains.
Assiduity-The state of being
an acid.
Eucharist-One who p 1 a y s
euchre.
Parasite-A kind of umbrella.
Republican .- A sinner mentioned in the Bible. (To which
Mark adds "Also in Democratic
papers now and then.")
Plagiarist-A writer. of plays.
Crosier-A staff carried by the
DeitY'.~· --~;~-~- ~-·~-~--

The marriage was ineltglble.
The leopard 1a watchinS Ids
sheep.
.
The men .employed by the Gas
Company go round and spe
late the xneter. (To which Matk
adds that you will notice it til
your bill.)
The coercion of .some things Is
remarkable; as bread and molasses.
The supercilious girl acted
with vicissitude when the pe,ennial time came.
We should endeavor to avoid
extremes, like those of wasps
and bees.
'
There are a good many donkeys in theological gardens.
The. Brittains were the Saxons who entered England in 1492
under Julius Caesar.
Washington was born in 1492.
Lady Jane Grey studied Greek
and Latin and was beheaded after a few days. (Let that be a
wa:ining.)
.The Middle Ages came between
a.n1 iquity and posterity.
A straight 1,J.ne is any distance
between two places.

•. * * .

I HAVEN'T ROOM FOR ANY
more today. Perhaps I shall select a few more a little later. In
the meantime let it be ·r emembered
that these answers were given some
·. fifty years ago, and are not the result of the modern methods which
·- - - - ~ 1.a re often decried.

WILL F. GRIFFIN, WHO WAS ·

manager of the telephone company
in Grand Forks some thirty years
ago, and who now operates a weekly paper at Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, denies that he
was killed, mysteriously or otherwise, in ,. San
Francisco shortly.
after the great
earthquake. . Accompanying · ii i s
positive denail is
an explanation of
how the rumor of
his death may
have originated.
A letter received
from Mr. Griffin
some time ago
Davies
recalled some of
his experiences during his residence in Grand Forks, and followfn·g the publication of that letter
came· the Information from an insurance man that Griffin had been
reportea mysteriously killed in San
Francisco. The story of the incidents which proably served as the
basis for that report recalls a hectlce period in the history of San
Francisco.

* * *

'

IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING
. the earthquake the .g raft-ridden
_ condition of the city was notorious. Public officials collected trib- ute from gambling dens, opium
a han~-outs and the underworld gen1 erally. The head of this .'evil syse tem was a political boss named
- Huef, a name at that time about
• as notorious as was that of Al Cas pone a short time ago. Ruef, it
f was reported, had the police as
well as some other important city
~ officials under his thumb. City records had been destroyed in the
great fire, and everything was in
t confusion.· Public utility compari• les wishing to continue In busi1 ness had to obtain new franchises,
r and one of Ruef's fixers would ini. . form an applicant that a franchise
: could be had upon pa~ent of an
enormous commission. There was
3 no recourse, and many of the com...
~ P•nles submitted to such exactions
~ rather than be put out of business.
" Thus Ruef and his satellites collect~ ed tribute ·both from the
underL world and from legitimate busil ness.

* •. *

·
.

'
i

.

EFFORTS TO EXTERMINATE
this gang were made by honest offlcials and public-spirited citizens
bq_t while the general conditio~
wis well known· it was difficult to
obtain evidence -w hich would stand
u» in court. Griffin .was at that

. time police reporter o,_ the San
. Francisco ~xaminer. His editor
called him in and instructed him
ta "get the goods on Ruef," and
Griffin says that he added "don't
come back until you have the
story." Here ts the rest of the
story as Griffin tells it:

* * *

"I DID NOT KNOW ABE RUEF
from Adam. I attended council
meetings regularly, hoping I might,
i~ some way, get a line on Ruef.
·City directories and telephone directories were useless, for many ,
people had moved to near-by towns
and more-over, there were so
many residences and business
places destroyed that these directories were useless. I knew it was
folly to ask an alderman or policeman where I could find Abe Ruef
who was getting the lion's share of
the graft.

* * *

"TO MAKE A LONG STORY
short it was two months before I
knew what Abe Ruef l9oked like,
and another month before I got
him with the goods_:_arid then it
was at the imminent danger of . a
shot in the back. .On another paper a reporter named Willard ·G riffith had also been given a similar
assignment. But he was too eager·
~e could not wait u~til the prope;
time to act. One night he was
fo.u n~ dead in the , street. He bad
adopted the key-hole method of
getting .his ·story.· .But he was killed eve~ _b efore· he could write what"
he knew. / . · ·
·

.

* * *

"WHAT MY METHODS WERE
wou14 almost make a · book.
In
fact Mary Roberts Rinehart recently wrote to me and said I
should at le~st make a magazine
story of U. But at this late date
it ·wotild be folly; . I might get
names wrong~ dates, etc., and probably it would cause any amount
of trouble. At any rate I almost
staggered into the office of the
owner of the Chronicle one night,
wet with that everlasting fog which
so often grips San Francisco unshaven, and looking, I imagin~ like
a tramp._ I had -been trailing Abe
Ruef for a month, · sometimes at
ntg~t,, sometimes by day. I told
the owner if he would fire his
stenographer out of th·e offiei&e I
would ~ite th_e story of Abe Ruef.
I also told him I had a photo of
him and his license committee
meeti_n g and dividing spoils. That
staff photographer was sure a wo~
der. After I knew where the committee met in star chambare ses- ·
sions I telephoned the owner of
_the pap~r, telling him I wanted a .,
staff man who .was not afraid of
looking into. the face of a gun. He
got the picture, and I got the story.

-,.

-,.. *

'I'

....

THAT STORY

MADE

PAGE

one, and I left town for a month,
to rest up and keep out of sight.
Later, I was assigned to cover the
trial of Ruef. The day he · was
taken to San Quentin prison I asked If he had anything to say. He
did not know I was guilty of th
story.

* * *

"'BY .T HE WAY, GRIFFIN,'HE
said, 'who wa~ it got the goods on
m?'
" 'You're talking with the man,'
I replied.
"Tears came into his eyes and
he held out his hand. He knew
that, personally, I had nothing
against him, and that I had acted
under orders. I think he served
six years, although I may· be mistaken.
"I was also in the courtroom the
day Francis Heney, prosecuting attorney, was shot" while examining
a prospective juror. It was one of
the graft cases. Heney is now, I
believe, a judge in Los Angele-,.

* * *

"I ~AVE MERELY SKETCHED
,,.hat reporter had to go thro~gh
in those days. No city editot ever
asked how you got your story. It
mattered not If you cracked a safe,
climbed through a transo~ or got ·
it through a key hole. The three
papers were fightlng each other,
and every man was for himselfand his paper. . might m~ntio
that the late Detective Burns, one
head of ·the U. S. .secret service
was also trying to · comer Ruef.
But through luck, or otherwise,
beat him to it.

* *

* THE KILLING 0
'·' I IMAGINE
Griffith was what led to the re
port that I had been knocked off
I think the A. P. carried the atory
or part of it."
--~·------~...---·

GRAND FORKS WAS THE
coldest place in North Dakota the
other night, with a temperature of
17 below zero. That is something
to be proud of,
until some other
place . ousts us
from that position
of e m in e n c e.
There is always a
certain satisfaction in having
colder, or hotter,
or wetter, or drier
weather than other people. On any
very cold morning
everyone who has
a
thermometer
looks at it in the
hope that the absolute record may
have been broken
and that he is experiencing the
very coldest weather that ever was
known in his part of the country.

anotlier p ; rloi!. In his boyhood

pecially cold. Some of the oldtimers in this locality have seen
thermometer.,s register down in the
fifties. Those thermometers, however, were cheap
instruments,
such as can be bought for a quarter, and such thermometers cannot
be ·relied on as accurate, especially
in extreme·· temperatures. A dozen
thermometers may register exactly with offh;ial government instruments in mild weather and may
register in a dozen different ways
when it is extremely hot or extremely cold. The University station has recorded a temperature of
44 below zero as the coldest since
the station was established. ·

side the trousers, and at one time
the trousers were made so narrow
that it required a lot of ingenuity
and much hard work to get the
trousers over the boots and keep
them in place. In order to keep
them from creeping up straps were
passe.d under the insteps, similar
to those shown in ·many pictures
of Uncle Sam.

and youth in the east he was accustomed to the long leather boot,
made or heavy cowhide for rough
wear and of soft calfskin for dress
occasions. Usually those boots
were made to order. by the local
shoemaker, and it was a common
custom for the young bloods to
have their dress boots made about
a size too small. I have done that
fool thing myself, and suffered excruclating torture in consequence.

* * *

IN OUR PART OF CANADA
the winters were ·marked by much
sloppy weather, deep snow soon
turning to slush, and boots, unless ·
well waterproofed, became like wet
rags. Hence it was the custom to
grease them usually with a mixture of lard and tallow, this being
done after the leather had been
warmed before the kitchen fire in
the evening.

* * *
*
DRESS BOOTS, WITH LEGS
NOT THAT 17 BELOW IS ES- almost knee length, were worn ln* *

*

*

*

,

TEMPERATURE, IN SO FAR
as ft affects human sensations, is
relative, anyway, depending on humldity, wind velocity and a number
of other factors, including the normal conditions of the particular locality. The other night, as a
hockey game was :t>eing reported
from Toronto, the radio announcer
spoke of the terrible cold at that
point. The temperature, he said,
was almost down to zero. That
would be more severe weather for
Toronto than· 30 below would be
for Grand Forks. It is difficult for
eastern people to understand that,
their prevailing notion being that
it ls next to impossible for' people
to exist in a territory where t];le
thermometer often registers much
below zero.

* *

*

MR. STEVENS ALSO RECALLS
the use of paper collars, cuffs and
"dickeys." The material used in
these had a smooth paper surface
pressed into a backing of thin muslin. A collar was good for a day"s
wear .in cool weathe;r. On a hot
day it melted • The dickey was a
false shirt front of the same paper material. I have some old
magazines of about Civil war time
in which appear numerous advertisements of paper collars, reversible cuff's and dickeys. The collars
were put up in round pasteboard
boxes containing a dozeIJ. each and
sold for ten cents. They were
made in styles quite similar ·to
those now worn.

* * *

IT IS QUITE A LONG TIME
between checker games•. Last winter the games published occasionally in this column interested many
readers,_ but when spring came interest seemed to wane.
Ben
Wright, of Antler, would like · to
see occasional games published,
and as a starter he submits the
*
*
following problem, which he aays
HE REFERENCE OF ACOR; is not very hard: respondent to felt boots in this col* * *
umn a few days ago has started Blacks-:--20, 21; kings 27, 31.
:r. E. Stevens thinking about foot- W_Aite~~kings, 10, 18, 22, 28.
gear, and he recalls other boots, of Biaelt .. to move and win.

*-

:MY FRIEND, DR. J. E. ENQ.. 1982, and a rough graph ln.dlcat' tad recently wrote the weather bu- ing the general trends as ahown
8

by these averages. The present
reau in Washington for certain In- year, not Included In the tabulaformation relating to weather tions, has been exceedingly dry, one
t r e n d s in the of the driest of the entire record."
northwestera area.
He THE FOUR NORTH DAKOTA
w\«hed to learn if stations covered in the records subthe records of milted are Pembina, Devils Lake,
the bureau over a Bismarck and Williston. The wide
long period fur- variations which are mentioned by
nished any basis Director Marvin as between the
for conclusions as upper and the lower Mississippi
to the duration valley characterize areas even as
and recurrence of small as North Dakota. The averperiods of high age for the state, as Indicated by
and low tempera- records taken at several widely septure and exces- arated points, may not even be
sive and deficient moderately representative of the
precipitation.
I conditions at a particular place.
am permitted to Thus, while the ·year 1910 was, I
· quote as follows believe, the driest year on record
Davies
from the reply of in this section of the state, with a
C. F. Marvin, chief of the weather precipitation of only about 10
bureau: "You are advised that it is inches, the average for the four
quite characteristic of rainfall in stations quoted was 12.4 inches,
general, or regardless of particular while the year 1917, a much wetter
locallty, to occur in varying year at Grand Forks, ahowed an
amounts over considerable periods average of only 10.4 for the four
of time in succession. In other stations named. The answer to
words, groups of several years ap- that Is, presumably, that while the
pear with a decided tendency to de- Red river valley had approximateficient falls, as compared with the ly normal precipitation, the exlong-time average, to be followed treme western section was burned
by another period with compara- up.
tively heavy· falls. However, the
length of the periods covered by THE EXISTENCE OF SUCH
successive trends and the magni- wide variations within such retude of variations in rainfall are stricted areas makes ridiculous the
very irregular and not definite claims of the Kickses, the Fosters
enough, as shown by past records, and others of their type that they
to afford a sufficient guide or be can foretell with any degree of acof material value for the purpose curacy weather months or years in
of long-range forecasting.
advance. Such forecasts are as ac* *
curate as those which were once a
"IN ADDITION, THEY DO regular feature of the patent medinot have coincident phases over cine almanacs.
large areas; that is, in one area
* *
the trend for a given · period of THE U N I T E D S T A T E S
years may be downward, while at weather bureau bases its forecasts
the same time in another nearby for a day or two in advance on the
area it may be upward. For ex- known conditions which exist at a
ample, in your section of the coun- given moment at hundreds of stat ~y. comprising the central-northern tions distributed all over the con.states, there has been a marked tinent, on reports from vessels far
tendency to deficient rainfall for out in the ocean and on we(l.ther
a good many years past, while reports from forengn countries.
farther south, from the Ohio and The observations relate, as a rule,
lower Missouri valleys southward, to weather conditions at the
the trend for the past 12 or 15 ground level. Away up in the
years has been upward. While these stratosphere, from which records
recurring conditions of rainfall covering only a few hours have
have been recognized for a long been broughat thus far, there are
time, the underlying cause is not unknown conditions affecting our
yet known.
weather in unknown ways. Our
weather ls Influenced by the ice
WITH REGARD TO RECORDS cap which covers Greenland, and by
for the northwestern states, very the enormous mass of Ice covering
few extend back for more than M the Antarctic continent toward
years. I am enclosing a long rec- which Byrd is now on his way.
ord for St. Paul, Minn., going back Conditions in those remote regions
nearly 100 years, which Indicates are being investigated u rapidly
the variations during this period in as the work can be done. The men
that locality. You will note that who are engaged in that work and
the llS years mentioned In your let- contributing to human knowledge
ter, from l8GO to 1864, 1tere not ea- and human welfare, and, little by
peclally dry, except 1852 and 1SG3- little, the results of their research
64. Also, th6re Is Included a table will be utWzed In part by meteorshowing the if.Verage rainfall for ologlata here at home. In the meanfour long-record station• ln North time, the weather fakers seem alDakota for 80 years from 1871 to moat to have thftlr day.

* * *

* • *

*

*

* * *

MILO WALKER OF BOWES-I properly belongs on them will be
,mont does not vouch for this dog deposited on more sheltered places.
story, but he says it was told to Our big snowfall this year, could
him by a man who worked for the I be measured quite accurately, as
man who owned the snow came with scarcely a
the dog.
Th e breath of wind, and it was moist
reader may use • enough to stay put after it fell,
his own judgment
* *
and believe it or THE AVERAGE PRECIPITAnot. The m a n tion-raln and snow reduced to wawho owned the ter-ln the St. Paul area for all the
dog lived at the years since 1837, was 27.44 inches.
foot of the Pem- Recent years have ranged somebina
mountain. what below this, but the driest year
He was annoyed of the lot was 1910, with preclpltaby a bull which tlon of only 10.21 inches. The great- ·
belonged to a est precipiation was 49.69 inches
neighbor. O n e in 1849, but three years later the
day he said to downfall was only 15.07 inches. DIJ'.
his dog, a well- years and wet years are scattered
train e d intelli- through the list without apparen
gent animal: "I order or regularity. This ls true
wish you would also of temperature. As the rectake that bull up into the moun- ords for any particular locality are
tains and leave him there." The examined they dissipate most of
dog started after the bull, and the theories that are entertained
presently the two disappeared in I concerning any such regularity I
the distance. The dog was gone weather as w • serve as a reason
six months. · The bull never came able basis for predictions.
back.
*
THUS FAR THE SCIENCE 0
WITH THE METEOROLOGI- weather forecasting, and it is a rea
cal data lent me b:y Dr. Engstad is science, seems to sum up to abou
a summary of weather conditions this: It is known that certain
at St. Paul. The present snowy weather conditions exist in certain
weather makes the figures on places. It is known . that atmossnowfall interesting. Of course the pheric conditions over large are
conditions at St. Paul are not quite are such as to cause air mov
like those at Grand Forks. Often ments in certain directions. Ther
they are decidedly different. As a fore certain weather conditions ar
rule I believe that section of Min- likely to prevail over certain larg
nesota has more snow than we get areas within the next day or so.
in this terriotry. Often we hear Within any given area there ma
of there being four or five feet of be a wide variety of conditions,
snow on the level at one time. Ac- some of them totally unlike the
, cording to the record that condi- average for the district. To reach
tion did not exist at St. Paul in any the tentative conclusions which are
year from ).884 down to the pres- reached, and which present a high
ent. The lreatest depth of snow degree of accuracy, information
( on the level at one time, according from the whole. world is necessary,
to the record, was 84.8 inches on and that information must be anMarch 17, 1917,
alyzed and applied day by da~ by
scientifically trained men,
THAT SEASON WAS THE ONE
*
of greatest total snowfall at the St. AS I HAVE WATCHED THE
Paul station since 1884, the record men at work on the reshingling of
L showing a total fall of 71.2 inches the Roosevelt school roof I have
-practically six feet of snow dur- recalled two incidents of the days
·I ing the winter. That quantity had when I did some shingling myself.
thawed and settled to not quite At work with me on a house roof
L three feet in March.
The winter was a young fellow named Nels,
of 1919-20 seems to hold the record just over from Norway. Nels lost
for greatest total snowfall for a his footing on the scaffold and fell
season, the record for that winter to the ground. Picking himself up
being 75.7 inches. Of that quan- he said: "Vall, I had to get more
tity nearly two feet fell in J'anuary. shingles, anyway," and, shoulderAt no time, however, was there Ing a bunch of shingles he climbed
more than 18 inches on the ground the ladder with them.
at one time. The greatest fall of
* *
snow in a single 24-hour period was AT ANOTHER TIME A MAN
17 inches one day-date not given named Mel was working with me
-during the winter of 1923-24. Dur- on the roof of a barn. The roof
Ing that period there are recorded was steep and when we were about
9nly 8 cases in which the snowfall half way up Mel lost his balance
for 24 hours measured more than and fell over backward and dlsap10 inches. Our snowfall of a few pea.red over the edge. Horrified I
weeks ago, of about 13 Inches in scrambled down to the edge an
a single day, wa.s therefore much looked over to see if the poor felheavler than the av,rage.
low were still alive. Mel was alive,
on hands and knees, moving his
,;
1T ISN'T EASY TO ESTIMATE hands around among some refuse
h& depth of snow on the level, be- as if In s.-r~ of 1tOti\ethi7.g. I
cause, unless the snow falls with- called "Mel, are you hurt?" 'Naw,"
out any wind, its depth will be he replied, in his characteristic
very Irregular. High spots will be drawL "I ain't hurt, but I lost my
blown baJ'e, and the snow that pipe."

*

*

* * *

*

* * *
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* *

*
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ON MONDAY, DECEMBER 18
at his home at Park River, N. D.

a former governor of North Dak

ta will celebrate the completion o
·
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·his eighty - fifth
year. . In addition
to ~bl!~ng a former
govetJ!pr of the
state i.\oger Allln
la one of the few
surviving members of the convention which
framed the original state constit11tion, and one
of the still smaller group now living who served in
the territorial legislature. .R o g e r
DaYl.es
Allln was born in
England, but his
residence in that copntry was brief,
r whlltt he W'8 a ·sm~ll child the
family moved to Ontario, . where
the boy gre~ to manhood. Joining
the westward migratioft. he came
to North Dakota and settled on ·a
homestead in what ls now western
Walsh coun~y ln the late seventies.
From th.e beginnltig he i>ook an actlve interest in public affairs. He
was chosen to fill various local offices, and in 1886 he was elected
to t_
he territorial councll, to .which
he was re-elected ln 1888. In 1889
he .served as a member of the con.:.
1tltutlonal ·c onvention ·and at the
first election after the admission of
the state .he was elected state senator from the Third district. In
1890 he was elected lieutenant governor, and In 1894 he was elected
governor of the state.

* * *

,
.
·
·
'
.
·
:
:
·
.

THAT BRIEi' . OUTLINE COVers years of active and conscientious service during an exceedingly difficult period. During those
years Mr. Allin gave to the terrltory and state the best that ·he had.
A firm believer ·In prohibition as
the best means of deallng with the
liquor traffic, he gave hearty support In the constitutional conventlon to the prohibition clause and
campaigned vigorously for its adoption. As a state senator he was
one of th& little group whose determination frustrated the efforts of
the Louslana Lottery company to
fasten its tentacles on North Dawota.

*

*

THm EARLY* INHABITANTS
of the state felt the burden of tax, atlon, and there was need for rigId economy, a need which was often overlooked in the eagerness
, which was t&tt for the planting of
public Institutions and the launchIng of enterprises far beyond the
mea~s of the Infant commonwealth.
I!1 ~1~ these matters Roger Allin

stood squarely for integrity and ·
economy and for the right of th'
plain people to cqntrol and direct
their own affairs.

*

*

* HIS KNO
BECAUSE OF
character and attitude there wa
a strong demand for his electio
as governor In 1892, but the polit
cal interests that dominated th
Republican convention of that yea
pref erred to renominate Governor
Andrew H. Burke. The voters
had different views and the Populist administration of the next two
years resulted. Two years later
the Republicans saw the light, and
Allin was nominated and elected.

* * *

GOVERNOR ALLIN'S ADMIN-

istratlon was characterized by the
sturdy honesty and independence
which had governed his entire ca...
reer. Those qualities were never
more clearly exhibited than In the
act which for a time subjected him
· to severe criticism, the veto of appropriations for the state university. As a matter of fact, the governor dealt according to his best
judgment with a desperate situa. tion . which he had not created
aga:inst which he, had uttered vig~
orous, but ineffective protests.
DURING

*THE* LEGISLATIVE
*

session of 1895 the governor called
attention to the unfavoralile finan
cial condition of the state an
urged that all neetlless expenditur
of every kind be omitted. J;n spit
. of his· warnings and over hia o

, jectlons laVlsh a
opr1at1ons were
, made, and when tlaf legislature ad. journed he waa 1~ with a large
proportion of the state revenues Irrevocably appropriated, and with
the remaining appropriations far
in excess · of any possible income.
It was · necessary that appropriations be cut, and the axe was applied vigorously. It may be that
adjustm,ents could have been made
which would have imposed Jess
,hardship on the ·essential Institutions affected, but the governor's
courage was manifest, and his sincerity and public .s pirit have never
been questioned.

* * *

UPON THE COMPLETIQN OF
hfs term as chief m.:ecutlve Qovernor ·Amn retired to his fa.rm~ which
he continued to operate in person
until. a few .y43ars ago, when adVfi,ncing .age made lt -n ecess~ fo
him to suspend his active ·labors.
He ~as uyed: quietly, ·but usefully,
servmg his community in many
ways, honored and esteemed · ·l:>y
those who have known him through
his long life. Many ot his old
friends who are remind~d
his
birthday anniversary will Join fn
the ·hope that his during his remaining days . he m·a y .e njoy the
ha~piness which his fine -character
merits.

of

* * *

'THERE·A.RE ONLY A FEW OF
the members of the constitutional
convention .left, and some of them
who may be living, cannot be 10:
cated. Richard Bennett. of . Grand
Forks county is one of these. He
Is not to be confused with R. L.
Bennett ot Inkster, who was a
member. of the territorial legislature. Richard Bennett was county
judge in Grand Forks county in
1889 and 1890. In 1891 he moved
to Great Falls, Mont. I have made
inquiry about him,· but have not ·
een able to learn whether or not
e is stlU living. Does any reader
ltnow?

-

·

AT THE REQUEST O:s' s:mv..
eral readers I am reproducing, as
I have done on two or three for·
mer occasidns, the famous reply o:t

chlld-llke faith then, no poetry,
romance to make tolerable thlt
existence. We should have no en·
joyment, except in sense and 1lght
the New York Sun to the question The eternal light with which child
of one of its lit- hood :fills the world would be ex•
tle girl readers: tingulshed.
"Is there a San* *
ta Claus?" The "NOT BELIEVE IN SANTA
article has been Claus! You might as well n~t be-copied more oft- lieve in fairies! ~ou might · get
e n, -I suppose, your papa to hire men to watQb
than any other in all the chimneys on Qhtlstinas
e d i t o r i a 1 ever eve to catch Santa Claus, but eV'en
published, and it if they did not see Santa Claus
is as fresh today coming down, what would that
as on the day prove? Nobody seea Santa Claus,
wh e n it" w as but that la no aign ·that there Is no
written.
Santa Claus. The most real things
*
in the world are those that net-·
SOMETIME IN ther chlldren. nor men can see. Did
September, 1897, you ever see fairies danclrl.g on the
the editor of the lawn? Ot course not, but t'bat'a no
Davies
New York Sun proof that they are not there. No•
received the following letter:
body can conceive o~ imagine all
Dear Edltor:-I am s years the wonderg thete are uftseen and
Id
Some of my little friends unHeable in the world.
0
•
•
*
say ther? 1s no Santa .Claus. Pa"YOU TEAR AP ART THE
pa says If you see it in the Sun baby's rattle and see what makes
it's so! Please tell me the truth, the noise inside but there ls a veil
is there a Santa. Clau~?
covering the u~seen .,world which
Virgmia O Hanlon.
not the strongest :man, not e-ven
The editor turned the letter over the united strength of all the
to his assistant, Francis P. Church, strongest men that e~er llved,
and asked him to answer it. Church could tear apart. Only faith, poetry,
is said to have been not very en- love, romance, can push aside that .
thusiastic over the assignment at curtain and view and picture the
· first, but presently he got into the supernal beauty and glory beyond.
spirit of it ~d wrote the. follo~- ls it all real 1 Ah, Virginia, in all
ing reply, which was pubhshed in this world there ls n6thing else teal
the Sun on September 21, 1897:
and abiding. ·

*

* *

* •.

* YOUR
* * LITTLE
"VIRGINIA,
friends are wrong. They have
been affected by the skepticism of
a skeptical age. They do not believe except they see. They think
that nothing can be which ls not
comprehensible by t h e i r little
tninds. All minds, Virginia, whether they be men's or children's, are
little. In this great universe of
ours man is but a mere insect, an
ant, in his intellect, as compared
with the boundless · world about
him, as measured by the fntelllence capable of grasping the
:whole of truth and knowledge.
* *

*

"YES, VIRGINIA, THERE IS A
Santa Claus. He exi1t1 as certainly as love and generosity and devotion exist, and you know that
they- abound and give to your life
its highest beauty ·and joy. Alas!
how dreary would be the world it
there were no Santa Claus! Xt
would be as dreary as i:f there were
no Virginias. There would be ~o

* CLAUS!
• * THANK
"NO SANTA
God! he lives, and he lives forever.
A thousand years from now, Vlrglnia, nay, t~n thousand times ten
thousand years from now, he w111
continue to make glad the heart ot
childhood!'

* * *

TO WHICH I APPEND THE
comment made two years ago:
What an answer! It 1>rushes
aside the inconsequential fictions
of materialism and goes· right to
the heart d the subject. Like a
fresh, clean breeze, it dissipates
the mists of misunderstanding and
permits the truth to shine forth,
clear and distinct. It gives faith
sorn thing on which it can take
hold and discloses to us a mean•
Ing jn life independent of the trap.
plnp in which we sometimes dress
it up. It shows the perplexed parent a way In which childish questiona may be answered, and it may
help to clear away some of the dtf...
ficultles <Jf the parent himself.
·

ROBERT J. (BELIEVE IT OR
Not) Ripley has discovered a great
many remarkable things, and he
haa made llimself famous by verifying facts which,
without verific .
tion, would seem
quite impossible.
Nevertheless, he
is not always accurate. The other
evening, for instance·, in a radio
broadcast he said
that
Bismarck,
North Dakota,
has a temperature record of 45
degrees b e 1 o w
zero, and while
he did not make
the statement in
Davlei
so many words,
he left ths distinct impression that
such a temperature is lower than
Byrd wlll meet in the Antarctic.

* * WHICH
*
THE FIGURE
BE
gives for Bismarck ls probably correst. But that temperature is not
to be compared with winter temperatures in the Antarctic. Neither
does it approch some of the low
temperatures recorded in North
America. Stefansson cites from
the Canadian weather bureau records a temperatufe of 68 below at
Dawson, and from the United
States rf)cords a similar temperature at Havre, Mont. It is notorious that temperatures inland on
the Antarctic continent are much
lower than at similar latitudes in
the northern Polar sea, which
sometimes reach 60 below. Temperatures on the yreenland ice cap
are much lower.

*

*
A,NOTHER*STATEMENT
MADE
by Ripley 1n the same talk was
that "theoretically," on next Thursday, December 21, the south pole
ought to. be the hottest place.in the
world, as on that day it wi receive more sunlight than any other
spot. Tpe iouth pole would then
actually be the hottest place, said
Ripley, wete it not for the ice. All
of which ls mere nonsense. There
is no theory that the south pole
should be the hottest place at any
time or und·er any conditions. Be-fore a schoolboy gets out of the
grade• he knows that the south
pole is relatively cold, even in midsummer, which will be this week,
because there the sun never rises
more tha.Di 23% degrees above the
horizon, and because of its slanting
rays only a small quantity of heat
ls received per square yard of surface. It isn't the ice that makes
the cold weather, but the cold
weather that makes the ice.

I

SENATOR HUEY LONG OF
Louisiana has advanced so far in
the social graces in Washington as
to learn how to drink soup out of
a two-handled cup. Nevertheless,
his hosts wm do well to keep their
~ash-rooms locked up while he is
around.

*

* K EASTERN
LAST W*E E
newspapers carried extended accounts of the life of Count · Ilya
Tolstoy, who died on December 12
in a hospital In New Haven, Conn.
Count Ilya Tolstoy was the second
son of Count Lyow N. Tolstoy, the
great Russian poet, novelist and social reformer. Some of our local
poeple will remember his visit here
on a lecture tour about 1916 and
wlll recall his great stature, commanding appearance and striking
resemblance to his distinguished
father,
* *TO *THESE RE- .
IN ADDITION
collections I have another of a per...
sonal nature whlch has been a
source of amusement to me. Count
Tolstoy, -who was billed for an evening lecture in the
Methodist
church, was entertained at dinner
by the Commercial club In its old
quarters in the Elks building. The
hour for the dinner arrived, but the
guest had not appeared. A mea.
senger was sent to the hotel to
learn the cause of the delay. He
returned with the report that the
count had been detaii;1ed in some
way which I do not now recall, but
that he would be over as soon a
possible. In the meantime he re..
quested that the diners should not
wait for him, but should proceed
with their dinner.

• * *

THIS WAS DONE, AND THE
dinner waa nealry over when the
guest was ushered in. He was a
massive man, 6 feet 3 inches tall,
and broad in proportion, with features of the characteristic Russian
type, and hls resemblance to the
portraits of his father accentuated
by a full beard. Another feature,
perhaps also characteristically Russian, was the count's excellent a~
petite. He enjoyed food and consumed a liberal quantity. .. -of it,
among other things, dill pickles. I
happened to be seated next to him,
and as we chatt.ttd I made it a
point to see that he was supplied.
Near him was a dish of dill pickles
from which a few had been taken
by others. The count b,dped himself to those until th~ were all
gone. Then · ·he looked ·a s if ·in
search of something, nd I passed
hih another dish. He finished that, .
and also a third-none of them full,
!but each containing a liberal qu.antity. My astonishment was equaled
only by my admiration.

I
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COUNT TOLSTOY LECTURED
on the life and works of hla father.
The life of tlle elder Tolstoy ended
in tragedy concerning which inuch
has been written.
.T here were
family estrangements tnvolvb1g
great bitterness. Whatever may
have been the earlier divisions, •
Count Ilya spoke pf his father in
t~rms of both admiraijon and affeo.
bo~. He touched on his father's
phllosophy, and summarized several of ·his important books as
well as time would permit.
Of
those works he though that "War
and Peace" merited first place.
Count llya returned to Russia after his first visit here, but became
an· expatriate after the Bolshevik
revolution. For several years he
made his home at Waterbury,
Conn. During later years he engaged ln natural history reparcb
for eastern scie~tlflo bodie,,s. '

HOW A.MERICA C4'.N BE ECO- HOWEVJ!m, KR; CROWTHER,
nomieal).y sufficient unto itself 1s makes an interesting presentation
the theme expounded in "America of hla caae and he makes an ImSelf-Contained," a book by Samuel pressive showing of the possibllltles
Crowther recent- which scientific research has creat.
ly Issued from the ed for us In the way of the develpress of Doubleday Doran. Mr. opment of our home industries.
Crowther h a s His book contains Important and
written s o m e interesting facts, and even though
books and nu- the reader may not reach the same
merous articles conclusions, the p.ssemblage of
on economic sub- facts is of Itself bbth interesting
jects, and in this and enlightening. It is needless to
.w ork he explains say that Mr. Crowther is emphatiin an int!restlng cally a protectionist. The protecway his views as tive tariff' has often been describe
to the manner in as a Chinese wall. But the wall,
which, during a if it ls a wall, Is low enough to per
period of world mit an Immense quantity of goods
confusion, t h e to pass over it. Mr. Crowther
Davies
United States can would build it higher and stronger,
be independen~ of so as to make it impassable, and,
other nations through the utihza- as his argument calls for the distlon of its own natural resources continuation of imports except of
and the scientific knowledge of its such goods as it ls absolutely Imchemists metallurgists and others possible to produce at home, it
'
would as a necessary consequence
who are responsible for the amaz- prevent exports.
Ing ·progress which the United
* *
States has made in the production
AN OLD MAGAZINE HAS A
of goods of almost every imagina- story of Stanton, Lincoln's secreble character.
tary of war, which I have not seen
in print elsewhere. In the war de* * *
partment was a quartermaster genAS MR. CROWTHER SEES IT eral named Meig. One day a senthe world must make its choice of ator burst into Stanton's oft'ice, all
the following two courses:
excitement. "Somethlng's got to be
(1) To decide that the old in- done about that man Melg," be
tematlonal trade had a certain said. "He's clean crazy. He pays
divinity and must be re-established· no attention to regulations of any
permanently. Thereupon it will be kind, and nobody knows what he'll
the duty of a concert of powers to do next."
allocate to the nations of the earth "I can appreciate your feeling,
· their rights to import and export Senator," said Stanton. "But Meig,
and at prices and then to set up you see, ts not a lawyer. He never
an international standard of living had any legal training · whatever.
and a super-state to assure that the And quite naturally he does a great
world will stay pigeon-holed, In many things that are ii-regular and
other words, the world will have to unconstitutional."
be frozen into, say, the mold of "But what do you let him do
1910 and be shorn of national those things for?" demanded the
rights.
senator.
(2) To abandon all attempts to "Well," replied Stanton, "someregiment a world that refuses to body has to do them."
be regimented and to take for
*
granted that lntemational trade In DOWN IN NEW YORK THEY
the older sense Is already dead be- 1have arrested a man on the charge
cause science has removed much of · of committing frauds which netted
that portion of it w~lcb was once him something over a million dolloglcal, while common sense has Iara. Instead of .s elling genuine
removed
that
portion of it securities which depreciated greatly
which was beyond reason.
With in value, or which came tQ have
that much settled, International no value at all, he sold securities
conferences would cease to be; and representing property which had no
the world would eventually group existence. To one customer be
itself as it saw fit and whatever sold a mortgage, all in proper
means, peaceful or otherwise, It form, covering a property which
saw · fit.
was described as being "bounded
by a right angle." In a further deIF THAT IS THE
ONLY scription of the alleged property
choice left us ' we seem to be in one of the lines was said to start
about the position of the old darkey at a point which the maps show
who heard his pastor declaim: "My to be somewhere about the middle
breddern, xou has befo' you two of the Rockefeller property at
roads what you can take.
One Radio City, and another line ran
ls de broad and narrer road dat somewhere through the property of
leads to destruction ·and de udder the University club. The· bounding
Is de narrer and de broad way dat of a piece of property by a right
leads to damnation." Old Absalom angle, however, struck me as being
left his seat and made for the door, a decidedly artistic touch, cubist,
~rklng, "Den did heah :nigger Iperhaps, or futur~tlc or something

*

* *

* * *
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CHBiiTKAB IS TBm SEASON

GREAT NOIIBlmS OF CB!tl8T•

of evergreen trees of holly and
'
mistletoe, of candles and glttterlng
tlnsel. Woven Into the use of each
of these a r •
strands of history
reaching back for
countless generations, many of
them antedating
the birth of .Tesus in the celebratlon of which
they are now
u s e d. Ancient
customs h a v e
been retained, but
they have been
given a new associatlon and new
significance.
It
ls
not
so
very
Davle1
long since th e
celebration of Christmas was op'p osed by many professing Christlans and denounced by them as
impious and blasphemous. At one
time that belief was held strongly
in Puritan New England, all forms
of Christmas celebration being held
to be a survival of pagan ldolarty.
Really, one of the fine things about
Christmas ls that It has brought together beautiful customs from
many lands and utilized them in
perpetuating the grand tradition of
love which marks this great festi·
val. Thus those whose lineage goes
back to the forests of Germany, to
Druidical England, to the fjords of
Norway, or to any one of other distant lands can find In the modern
observance of Christmas something
to remind them of the old home
land and of the customs of their
own childhood or of their remote
ancestors.

mut tree, come from cut-over
Janda from which all mercantile
timber bU been removed and
which ls Intended to be broken up
for agricultural purpoaes. The tact
that much land of that character
is unfit for agriculture has no
bearing on the Christmas tree
question. If the land is to be broken up the small trees may as well
be cut at Christmas time as at any
other.

* *

*

ANXIETY OVER THE MENace to our forests which was sometimes thought to be involved in
the cutting of Christmas trees
years ago several people were quite
disturbed over the outlook. Alarmseems to have aubslded. A few
•ng stories were told of the millions and millions of young trees
a.nd then to be destroyed, Computations were made as to the few
t:lut every year, to serve for a week
vears which would be required to
iestroy utterly what remained of
:mr once magnificent forests. Not
mly was legislation urged regulatng the cutting of Christmas trees,
out a movement of some propor'ions was started for the purpose
>f discouraging and ultimately prerenting the use of Christmas trees
iltogether. The alarm and the
novement seem to have 1ub1ided.

* *

*

WITHOUT QUESTION, INDISrlmtnate cutting of Christmas
rees can be and sometimes i1 inurlous to forest growth. On the
ither hand all the Christmas trees
;hat may be desired by the whole
nation can be provided year after
year until the end of time without
impairing forest growth in the
slightest de,ree. It all depends on
how the cutting is done.

* * *

MANY OF OUR CHRISTMAS
trees are cut In the process of thinning out unnecessary growth in
areas which are to be maintained
aa permanent forests.
In those
cases the use of the ax merely antlcipates the thinning-out process
which nature Itself has under way
In order to make room for the large
and sturdy growth. In still other
sections, especially in the east,
there are large Christmas tree
farms where thousands of seedlings
have been planted, cultivated and
protected until they reach suitable
size for cutting. And as those larger trees are removed the land ls
prepared for more. In this way a
crop is harvested every few years.
That practice has no bearlni on
real forest growth.

* * *

A
PLEASANT
TRADITION
about the origin of the use of
candles on C h r is t ma a trees
attributes this kind of decoration to
Martin Luther. According to the
story Luther was on his way
through a forest on a winter night
and he was struck by the beauty
of the l!ltars twinkling through· the
branches of the evergreens. There·
after he caused candles to be set
among the branches of the Christmas trees to simulate the twinkling
of the stars. It ls a pleasant story,
but I have seen this form of deeoration given a much earlier date
than Luther's time.

*

* *

THE USE OF MISTLETOE IS
undoubtedly of pagan origin. Nobody knows how ancient 1t ts, but
it ts well known that when the
Romans Invaded Britain they found
the Druids using the mistletoe in
their religious ceremonials. With
great ceremony and with a golden
knife the mistletoe was cut from
the oak upon which it grew and
the plant was used In the religious
ceremonies in the great outdoor
temples in which the Druid priests
performed their rites.

* * *

MANY OF US MISS ONE
sound which we learned to associate with Christmas, the jingle of
sleigh-bells. That sound '\Vas not
confined to Christmas, by any
means, but almost alwaya we heard
it then, and Santa Claus without
bells would not have been Santa
Claus. The blast of an automobile
horn 111 a poor trubstltute. Perhaps,
when we get settled down there
will be developed something in the
way of a new tradition, with something u picturesque and romantic
a.a 1lelgh•bells to accompany it.

The moon on the breast of the
new-fallen snow
Gave a lustre of midday to objects
11 enUtled who hu not had an opbelow;
.
portunity to hear or to read at
When what to my wondering eyes ·
\
least once "The
should appear,
Night Before
But a miniature sleigh and eight
Christmas." And
tiny reindeer,
no grown person
With a little old driver so lively
whose childhood
and quick
has been passed
I knew in a moment it must be St.
in the proper enNick.
vironment c a n
More rapid than eagles his coursread the poem
ers they came,
now without ex- f And he whistled and shouted and
periencing a glow t
called them by name.
of warmth in the > "Now Dasher! now Dancer! now
vicinity of his
Prancer and Vixen!
heart and a feelOn, Comet! on Cupid; on Donder
Ing of comradeand Blitzen !
ship with those
To the top of the porch, to the top
who look eagerly 1
of the wall!
and expectantly 1 Now dash away, dash away, dash
Davlea
tor the arrival of ,
away all!"
Saint Nicholas. The author of the · As dry leaves that before the wild
l poem, Clement Clarke Moore, was
hurricane fly,
~ born in New York in 1799 and died
' When they meet with an obstacle,
at Newport, R. L, in 1863. He was 1
mount to the sky,
' graduated from Columbia in 1804,
So up to the house-top the cours' and for twenty-five years served
ers they flew,
· as a professor in New York Gen.- , L With the sleigh full of toys, and
• eral Theological seminary, occupySt. Nicholas, too.
- Ing the chair of Biblical Learning ' And then In a twinkling I heard
:. and later changing to that of
on the roof
1 Oriental and Greek Literature. He
The prancing and pawing of each
s published a volume of poems and s
little hoof.
r waa the author of theological l Al I drew in my head and was
turning around,
1 treaUses. Like the creator of
"Allee" and inventor of her amaz- - Down the chimney St. Nichola
i Ing and amusing adventures, this
t0am• with a bound.
3 teacher of serious subjects is now
3 known .and remembered for
an
He was dressed in fur fro
• achievement of an entirely differhead to his foot,
• ent type, a bit of verse which he
And
his
clothes were all tarnished
t probably regarded as of no consewith
ashe11 and soot;
' queace, but which la known and
A bundle of toys he had flung on
· loved the world over. It has behis back,
come my custom to publish that
little poem sometime during the
And he looked like a peddler just
opening his pack;
Christmas aeaso11t and here it ls
again:
His eyes, how they twinkled; his
dimples how merry!
THIJJ. NIGB'.r BEFORE CHRI87'ma cheeks were like rosea, his
MAS.
nose like a cherry;
'Twas the night before Christmas,
His droll little mouth was drawn
up like a bow,
when all through the house
Not a creature was 1tirrlng, not
And the bearcl on his chin wu as
even a mouse;
white as the mow.
!!:be stockings were hung by the
The atump of a pipe he held tight
chimney with care,
in his teeth,
In hopes that St. Nicholas soon
And the smoke it encircled his head
would be there.
like a wreath.
The children were nestled all snug
He had a broad face and a little
In their beds,
round belly
While visions of
sugar-plums
That shook when he laughed lilui
danced In their heads;
a bowl full of jelly.
:And mamma In her kerchief and I
He was chubby and plump,- a
in my cap,
right jolly old elf;
Had just settled our brains for a
And I laughed when I saw him, in
long winter's nap.spite of myself,
en out on the lawn there arose
A wink of his eye and a twlst of
such a clatter,
his head
I 1Prang from my bed to see what
Soon gave me to know there was
was the matter.
nothing to dread.
~way to the window I flew like a
He spoke not & word, but went
flash,
straight to his work,
Tore open the shutters and threw
filled all the stockings, then
up the sa__s~h~. _
turned with a jerk,
N O ~ ENJOYED ALL
f the prlvtlegea to which childhood

* *

*

nose,
!And giving & nod. up the chimney
he rose.
He sprang to his sleigh, to hla team
gave & whistle,
And away they all flew like the
down of & thistle;
And I heard him exclaim, ere he
drove out of sight,
"Happy Christmas to all, and to all
a goodnight."

VI R G lNIA O'HANLON, THE
ABOUT FORTY YEARS AGO
little girl whose letter to the New there was a story of two men being
York Sun brought forth the famous attacked by a pack of timber
editorial written by Francis P. wolves in the big marsh near ArChurch declaring doch, I do not remember the details
the reality of San- s,f the story, but it seemed to be
ta Claus, is now generally credited at the time. The
Dr. Laura Vir-- late Enos A. Mills, famous naturalglnia Douglas, as- 1st, in telling a Grand Forks group
sistant principal of some of his experiences on some
of Public School of his long tramps through the
159, New Yoz:k mountains studying forest growth
City. She attend- and animal life, said that the timed Hu nter col- ber wolf was the only animal o
lege, and w a s which he was really afraid. Almos
graduated from any animal he said, will fight if
that institution attacked and cornered, but in his
in 1910. On De- own experience be bad
cem ber 20, of this. known any other animal, bear
year she was u,· cougar or any other of those ofte
read at the Christ. described as fierce, to attack a man
mas assembly of without provocation. Always, he
Davies
her college the said, those animals had moved ou
editorial for which her child-like of his way if he gave them a
inquiry was responsible. What a opportunity to do so. But a hungr
contribution she made, unconscious- wolf, he said, is just as likely to
ly, to our understanding of the attack a man as not.
spiri1tual significance of Christ* * * .
mas.
MILL'S EXPERIENCE: AGREES
THE ROBTNs \EEtr TO HAVE with that of many others who have
departed or have gone into hiding. spent much time in the woods.
Perhaps some that were left have Female bears are quite likely to
succumbed to the rigors of winter. attack if approached suddenly in
Meadow larks sometimes remain such a way as to create the impression that their yourlg are in
over until into winter, but this year danger. But as a rule the mother:
I have had but one reported. Late
•
in November, Elvin Olson, a farm- bear, if she h,s plenty of space
er east of Manvel, reported that and the way ls clear, will collect
one was making itself at. home on her offspring and amble off. This,
his premises and that it had be- I have read, is true even of the
come so tame that it would enter grizzly. It is true, however, that
the barn to be fed.
even the ·common black or brown
bear will sometimes invade a barnTHAT DISTRICT* EAST OF yard and help himself to a calf or
Manvel between the Red and Tur- a pig.
tle rivers was once practically covered with heavy timber, Most of it SOUTH DAKOTA ASKS $7,000,has been cleared, and the land, 000 from the federal government
having been enriched by · forest for the building of a dam across
growth, is probably not surpassed the Cheyenne river-not North
anywhere in fertility. About forty Dakota's Sheyenne-a few miles
years ago I taught s'chool in that south of Hot Springs. The proposed
section, and on winter nights we dam, it is said, will create a lake
often heard wolves howling down 20 miles long. The dam ls desired,
in
I the brule, as the l)artially tlm- it is said, in order to augment the
bered area was called.
recreational facilities of the Black
* *
Hills. No other purpose than that
I NEVER SAW ANY OF THE entirely proper and worthy one is
animals, but often on my way to set forth. The Missouri dam near
school in the morning after a light Garrison, if and when constructed,
fall of snow I could see the tracks together with the related works,
which they hJt.d made in the night. will cost a lot more money, but it
I never was quite clear whether will create a lake something like
those were timber wolves or the 170 miles long, capable of storing
small prairie, wolves, or coyotes. ·J the entire floor of the Missouri behave seen only one timber wolf at low the Yellowstone and Little
large. That was many years ago on Missouri rivers for the whole year;
a trail about ten miles northeast of will distribute needed water across
Grand Forks. It was winter, but an entire state, ·a nd would make of
the ground was bare. On the road· Devils Lake one of the finest inland
ahead of me I saw an animal which lakes within the United States. This
I supposed to be a big dog. As I in addition · to flood control, naviapproached I saw that it was a gation improvement and power dewolf, a big gray fellow. He stood velopment. No other water conser:watching me, or, I suppose, watch- vation project under consideration
Ing the team, until I was within a compares In importance and potenfew rods of him, when he loped off tial value with the Missouri diver
· across the prairie.
sion project.

* *

* * *

*

A BRIEF ASSOCIATED PRESS I have heard that he was doing
well. I heard nothing
dispat c h f rom Great Falls last Frl- rem~rkably
of him for several years.
day said "Charles J. Kops, about
*
72, head of a musical instrument ALTHOUGH CHRISTMAS IS
o o m p a n Y here past, these few lines, written by
b e a r in g
h i s Mrs. Nieda H. McCartney, will be
n am e , d i e d read with interest by old friends
Thursday night of the author's father, the late
of a heart ail- Rev. Frank ·H. Hollett:
ment. He was
CHRISTMAS THOUGHTS.
reputedly one of It's nice if even once a year
the w e al t hiest' We hear from friends back . home,
men in Montana." That loving thoughts will greet us
T h at
dispatch
then,
brings up many No matter where we roam.
r e c o llections. I The passing years, like molten
first knew the
gold
.
Kops family in Will try the old and new;
the early eighties Then some like dross are cast
when C. deBruyn
away,
Kops, the head 1 Which leaves the faithful few.
of the family, ' God bless . the ties that · firmly
Davies
was operating a
hold
hotel in Crookston. A few years No matter where we roam,
earlier they had been in the ho- For whil9 we live we surely know
tel business at Euclid, Minn. We'll hear from friends back home.
About the time the Great North- A few more names are gone this
ern was expected to St. Vincent
year
·
a group of Pennsylvania capital- I cannot greet again,
ists who. were reputed to have But I just know where'er they
made fortunes in oil bought a
are
large tract of land a few miles They send a · sweet refrain
west of Euclid and established a That · reaches me on ether waves.
bonanza farm which, in honor of I feel it when alone
their own state, they named the · And they are greeting me again
Keystone farm. Euclid was their Just like the friends back home.
nearest station, and I have understood that it was due to their in- W. G. M ' C O N NA CH IE OF
fluence that Euclid was made the Fordville· writes:
stopping place for meals on the "In that Roberts checker probnew road. A substantial hotel was lem I sent you a few days ago the
built, and Mr. Kops was placed in correct position for the white king
charge. He continued to operate was on square eleven instead of
the hotel until the practice of square one as given." ·
stopping for meals was abandoned,. Problem solvers will please take
when he moved to Crookston and I notice.
again entered the hotel business.
*
*
* * *
SOME ONE OBSERVED THE
THE HOTEL VENTURE WAS other day that the flood condinot successful, and after a few tions in Oregon and Washington .
years the family moved to Grand give promise of more moisture for
Forks and established a musical North Dakota, as the conditions
iinstrument business which they promoting precipitation must tend
conducted for several years. The to work eastward. I am afraid
elder Kops was, I believe, a native there is not much hope in that
of Holland, a man of fine educa- direction. The great mountain
tion and patrician manner and ap- chain which parallels the Pacific
pearance.
There were several coast constitute barriers over
sons and daughters in the family, which not much moisture passes!
but I remember particularly the The wind comes in from the Patwo boys, :John and Charles. John cific, warm and heavily laden with
was the elder, a quiet-mannered moisture, but as it strikes the
chap, and, I have understood, a mountains it is driven upward, and
capable business man. He seem- in the higher altitudes it is chilled to be the manager of the . firm, ed and the moisture condenses and
and was in charge of the local is precipitated as rain or snow.
store. Charles looked .after the As· it descends on this side of the
outside work, and was away much mountains it is warmed, and iinof the time on his trips through stead of precipitating moisture it
.the state. He was decidedly musi- is more apt to gather up moisture
cal, jolly, and seemed to have a as it passees. That is why we have
good deal of the irresponsibility of chinook winds, before which snow
youth. The father and mother disappears with scarcely any evimoved east and the rest of the dence · of melting. And that is
family scattered. Charles went to why the great desert areas . are
Montana, and from time to time east of the mountains.

* *

* * *

*

WELL, WHILE IT W N'T comfortable in the Red river valley
the coldest Christmas on record for working out of doors at 3!) below.
Grand Forks, it equaled the record, Humidity and wind have much to
which is something. The tempera- do with it, and here our air ts noture on the night torlously dry and our low temperabefore Christmas tures are seldom accompanied by
was 30 degrees high wind.
below zero, a
*
Christmas t em- CHICAGO HAD A TEMPERAperature reached ture of 5 below zero on Sunday
only once-in 1892 night. That means real suffering.
-since the weath- The fact that the city is right on
er station at the the lake front makes an important
Un iv e r s i t Y of difference, and the wind seem:; to
North Dakota find its way into one's very marwas established. row. More important, however, is
There is s o m e- the fact that in Chicago, as in evthing attractive ery large city, there are multitudes
a b o u t superla- of unfortunates who in the most
tives, especially favorable weather are
barely
in weather, and to exist in moderate bodily comDavies
when we find that fort. For them a drop of a few
season is unusu- degrees means suffering such as is
ally bot or cold, wet or dry, there entirely absent from our smaller
is a certain satisfaction in learn- cities.
ing that it has been hotter
*
*
or
colder,
wetter
or
drier LOOKING FROM MY WINDOW
than was ever known before. on Christmas afternoon-I didn't
younger generation will have the spend much time out of doors mysatisfaction of knowing that they self-I saw small children playing
have experienced as cold a Christ- in the snow and having a perfectly
mas as their elders ever did-and wonderful time. Other and older
of reminding the elders of that youngsters made 1ong tramps on
fact. But how chesty they would skis. They were warmly clad, of
have been if it had got a degree or course, and, being warmly clad
two colder!
exercising vigorously, they suffered
*
*
no inconvenience from the cold.
'l'HE ABSOLUTE
MINIMUM There may have been occasional
temperature for Grand Forks, so frost-bites, for 30 below is 30 befaa as officially recorded, is 44 be- low when cheeks and noses are
low zero, a point which was reach- exposed.
ed semetln1u1 ea,t,r in the :preeent
!-,1-eelfflrrv-along in February, as it FROST-BITE IS APT TO OCis now recalled. Earlter lower rec- cur in any severe weather, and we
ords, of which there are many, were shall doubtless always have a surmade by unofficial thermometers of vival of the old tradition that the
unknown accuracy. Temperatures thing to do for a frozen nose or
along In the minus 30's have been ear is to rub It vigorously with
reached often, so that in any win- snow. That is distinctly not the
ter there is a reasonable probabil- thing to do. If the freezing is seity that once or twice the ther- vere rubbing may do serious inmometer will record 30 below or jury by breaking the skin or setcolder. That has not been-true of ting up dangerous irritation. What
several recent winters, as those is needed is the slow thawing of
have been unusually mild. The pres- the frozen part without friction.
ent, both in snowfall and in tem* * *
perature, seems to be inclined IF ONE IS AWAY FROM SHEL.
more nearly to approach the nor- ter and notices the tingling of an
mal.
*
*
ear or is reminded of a white
PEOPLE EAST AND SOUTH patch on one cheek, covering the
who read in their papers of the affected part with the hand is about
cold weather we are having in the as good as anything. The frozen
northwest will wonder how we part will thaw slowly from the
manage to exist, notwithstanding warmth within if protected from
the well-known fact that tempera- urther exposure. Indoors the apture is only one of several factors plication of very cold water, or its
which affect human comfort. I shiv- equivalent, melting snow, serves
ered all one day In Charleston, the purpose very well, but there
South Carolina, when the tempera- ·~ hould be no rubbing, and the apture was barely below freezing in· plication of snow at its usual ternspots not reached by direct sun- perature on a bitter day is worse
shine. I wore a heavy overcoat ih than useless. In any case freezing
Florida, and was mighty glad to is quite apt to result in swelling
have it with me. I have never been and peeling, for which there is no
in California, but I am told that remedy, Severe freezing is not to
weather at all near the freezing be trifled with and in such cases
point ls exceedingly uncomfortable expert attention should be obtained
there. An I have been perfectly as quickly as possible.

*

*

*

*

* * *
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which are seasonal, . wl}llQ others
occur irregularl
and for reasons
which have not
'boen well esta~
Jltiibt4, QI\& Qt tbe
most m.Yflterious
Oavln
of th• moveJJ1ents
ht t at of tho lemJnlng• of the
acandinavian peninsula, w~ich end
always in the sea. Naturahsts have
4evote« YeAfij Q study to thQEUt
µiovements, and the results . of
~ome of th4i;ri st"dle111 ar4!t 1ummarized in an article in the New York
'l11me,.

* * *

THE J?RVJS1iJN'l1 M:IGRA.TlON
pf l'fAY sq.uirr,ts trPm N,w EpgJa~d sta,teij to pew areas ls Uteµed
to the famous treks ot the Norwa,y

1

Jemmlng. LikQ the restlestt Scandinavian rodentt the squirrels,
whtoh are als Irregular mtgraiits,
p.re croBBlng bridges and swimnitns
rivtr• just as they dl4 in the
t•grand. 11qulrr('l trek" of 1868. Scl~1\tlsta eJte ove1;crowding an4 an
tnsµfflelent food supply a~ :po~sllllt!
factors In the new movement, fQrcters that epter tnto the viigratory
:tiablts of m.al\y wilc;J. aninials. Some
naturalists are lncli:n~d. to call th~
pre~ent fUght an emi¥rp.tJol). rather than a ;migrp.tion, and assert
that squlrr~l3 do not (LS a. rule re.,.
turn to haunts oncft a~fie~ed.

* * ·;;

MIGRATXONS OJr HUG lil
nerds of wild animals have bt1~n
" puzzle to naturalifits. Why cer..
tain speci~s move on· q,i,.nus.lly only
to return again to familiar terr-1..
tory, why otller pec;te, dtg and
,te.y through good and bad weather, are que,t1on1 still to be adeq\u1,tely 11, 1twer1d. Authorities at
th• J,Iuaeum. c,f N at~ral, Histoey say
tllat oertalu. well-known groups of
lt!'QJni&ll
&Y always b~ counted
on to Jgra.te with changing sea110 ,
Th.ct caribou, elk, certain
b& , ttie whq,Je, are among the
n l;Je,. Trappers have observed
t t the lynx is migratory, a.n d
•
the ·marten. a11t1 the hare,
though the wolf and. tox. remain in
ne locality unle(!ls starved out.

. .

'!'HE !tREWDNES 0~ 'l'HE
caribou In n1tng the ttme to move
}Ja often. b an noted. '*Wit, ald
111ot~er caribou,'' Ernest ThonJ,pson
eton has Qbserved, "with µer well~own child. points her nose south
t.n October. She travels dally,
qutckly, pettinaetously ~ twenty
miles, forty, sometimes sixty miles
a day. The :passing storm that
sends the snow-bird Q.ng the IOD&':mur 1auth ls nothing to her. But
when the anow On her northern
home) does not die at noon she
starts."
Tmfl CARIBOU DOES NOT
return until she feels sure that
food In the homeland is obtalnaQle.
Moose and the common · variety
ot de~:r. It ls said, do · not have this
migratory sense: frequently they
get snowed tn and die, marooned ln
a enow prison.

*

*

TJJAT FLYING* MAMMAL, THE
bat, goes south as re8'1:llarly ~s '
frost turns tbe Je~vH. Whilt c tain species bibernate, what 1cienttsts call tl}e loca.l, Eastern type
go~s a~ fp.r as Georgta and some.
times beyond, returning to New
England and New York in the late
spring.

* * *

NO . MORE
BEWILDERING
acr~m.ble, call lt emigration, migra.,.
tion or what you wlll, takes place
than that of Norway's lemming,
which a legend holds, is ever
searching for its ancestors buried
with the lost Atlantis. These tiny,
bright-eyed. animals . periodically
start from the mountains Qf Norway and Sweden and travel day
after day toward the sea.

*

*
* IT IS BEOVERCROWDING,
lleved, is what sepds them forth
by hundreds of thomiands to fi!ld
new home~. But once started, they
never stay; they cross streams and
swim lakes several miles wide, taking ev~ry 01:>stacle in tl1eir ijtride,
finally reaching the sea, wpere
many of them drown. Next to the
jourm~y qf the king ~a.lmon of the
Pacifte coa,t upstream to spawn
p.nd die, the lemming migration is
one of the strangest of natural
pheiiomena.

'·

*

* *

IN TlIE SEA THER]D AR,E AT.r
~o migrnthm1. The wht:J.les ot the
cold Antarctic travel. from area to
area th~ir movements apparently
being governed by their breeding
habits and by the available supply
of plankton on whicl\ they feed.
Eels, too, breeding In mid..Atlantic,
are known to cross the ocean, JOing west tp the American ~oast
and east to the rivers and bays of
EurQpe,
+

I

AMONG

'mz

Moim . PRQM<J.

lous and headstrong anl~at nilgrations s that of the Western buffalo-an eplo reeor~ec! by buffalo
hunters and ethers ,vh1 ellowed
its last wild trek. Setoi, bas mapped tlle migrations of wh~t he.calls
the Saskatchewan and the Red
River herds. The territory Involved Is northern Mo~t~na, North
. Da~ota, with a sinall are~ running
' across the Oanadl3r,. bor<J,er.

*

$

*

EARLY IN THE NINETEllNTft
century the Red River buffalo herd
went north by the Souris and the
Qu'apelle Valleys, and came south
alon8' the Red Rivel', lie finds. ~ut
on account of the g'J'owing Selkirk
settlement, they abandoned the
Red River and in 1800 weht south
by the Pembina Hills route. TJ.Us
movement of buffalo, lt Is deduced
from tho journa,l of an old.-Umor
in the Red River Valley, represented a mlgration of 40,000,000, before
ranchers moved into the Nol'U,west.

....

.-

mLL, WE HAVE BROKEN A
record, and that's .something to be
proud of. At mtnua 37 degrees
Thursday was the coldest December day on record
at Grand · Forks.
There was also
something unusual, if not unique,
in that it was
colder at 8 A. M,.
than at 7 A. M.,
whereas during a
cold snap the
temperature usually begins to
rise a little a.head
of the sun. Thus
the old - timers
are deprived of
one excuse for
boasting.
When
Davies
grandpa b e g 1 n s
spinning yarns about the terrible
winters of long agd his young
grandson can come back with
"Well, we had a colder December
day than you ever had when you
were a boy." So it goes. We oldtimers must step aside for the
younger generation. Let them enjoy themselves while they can.
Some day their grandchildren will
put it over on them.

*

DID YOU* HEAR *MARGARET
Olsen over the radio on Sunday?
I'm sorry I didn't, but many Grand
Forks people did, and all of us are
proud of her and glad of her success. On Sunday afternoon she
was the soloist at the Christmas
concert in Carnegie Hall, Ne~
York, by t1te New York Philharmonic-Symphony orchestra and the
Universtty Glee club. She sang
the aria "Rejoice Greatly,
0
Daughter ~ Zion," from Handel's
:Messiah. Miss Olsen is a Grand
Forks girl who showed marked
musical talent and was exceedingly
generous In her contributions to
local programs. A year or more
ago ahe went to New York to continue her studies, and the distinctio which she has won in being
gl en a place on an important program of one of ~ew York's most
Important musical organizations is
most gratifying to her friends here.
Congratulations, and best wishes
r continued success and advancement.

* * OF
* ANTLER
BEN WRIGHT
submits another checker problem
which he says is not too hard. The
positions are:
Black-5, K 11, 13, 25.
Whlte-19, 24, 26, K 27.
White to move and win.
~

...

....

.

MR~ WRIGHT REPORTS THAT
he worked out the problem i.br beginners quite easily, but he cannot
follow the solution on another gtv!n by Mr. McConnachle. ·P erhaps
..his is the one for which Mr. Mc. ..,onna.chie sent a correction a few
lays ago.

*

*
* DICKENS
WHEN CHARLES
died he left partly finished the
story "The Mystery of Edwin
Drood," and since then many writers have attempted to complete
the story and give the solution of
the problem presented as they believe Dickens himself intended it.
[t is not so well known that Dickens left the manuscript of another
book which has never yet been
published, and which never will
l)e published if the wish of its au-:
thor continues ·to be respected.

* *

*
THIS UNPUBLISHED
WORK
is a story of the life of Jesus which
Dickens wrote f r his own children while they were very young.
In describing this work Sir Henry
F. Dickens, in an article written
shortly betore his own death
wrote:

* * *

"IT IS THE SIMPLE STORY
of a beautiful life, told without
any kind of polemical discussion.
That manuscript I have in my pos...
session; but it has never been made
public. My father expressed a
wish that it should not be published, since it was not intended as a
literary effort and should not therefore stand before the public beside
bis other books. As his son, I
have felt myself bound by such a
wish on his part, and can only men- ·
tion it as a fact in support of my
: general proposition.
1

>

*

* *

THE SON'S LOYALTY TO THE
memory of his father and his respect for the father's wish are
wholly admirable. It is easy, also,
to under~tand the reluctance of the
writer Wlio had alreay achieved a
great reputation in literature, and
who was bent on maintaining and
increasing it, to have published a
simple story which he had written
not for the great reading public'
but for his own children.
Yet
one cannot avoid the feeling that
such a book, written by such a
man, and for exactly that purpose,
would be a valuable contribution
to society now.

* *

*
'l;HE "GENERAL
PROPOSItion" to which Sir Henry refers
is that in all that he wrote his
father was governed by profound
religious sentiment, and that it was
in that spirit that he wrote, especially, his famous - Chri mas
stories. This spirit is shown i the
letter which Dickens wrote to his
son Henry when the latter first
went to Cambridge, in which he

*. * *

"AS YOUR BROTHERS HAVE
gone away one by one I have writ,ten to each of them what I am
now going to write to you. You
know you have never been ham,pered with religious forms of· restraint, and that with mere unmeaning forms I have no sympa~
thy. But I most strongly and aff ectlonately impresa upon you the
priceless value of the New Testament and the study of that book
as the one unfailing guide in life.

* *
"DEEPLY* RESPECTING
IT,
and bowing down before the character of our Saviour, as separated
from the vain constructions and
inventions of man, you cannot go
very wrong and will always preserve at heart a true spirit of veneration and humility• .
* *I IMPRESS
*
"SIMILARLY
UPon you the habit of saying a Christian prayer every -night and orn
ing. These things have stood. b
me all through my life, and emem
her that r tried to render ~ e
Testament intelligible to you an
lovable by you when you were
mere baby. And so, God
les
you."
* * *

.

IN HIS LAST WILL HE SAYS:
"I commit my soul to the mercy o
God through our Lord and Saviou
Jesus Christ, and I exhort my dear

children pumbly to guide themselves by the teaching~ of the ~ew
Testament in its broad spirit, and
to .put no faith in any man's narrow . construction of its letter here
or .there."

